Statement from Late Nelson

The final month of the school year has arrived, and schools are being cleaned and inspected. Teachers are being paid, and the next year's budget is prepared. The school board is meeting to discuss the future of the school system.

School Program Well Underway

Under the able direction of late Nelson, Superintendent of Schools in the late Nelson's position, the educational system of the school district is making rapid progress. The school board is working hard to improve the quality of education.

RIVERS' HONORS PIMA INDIAN

Residents of the Canal and Butte Camps were honored by a ceremony held in their honor. This was the first time the ceremony was held at the camp. The ceremony was attended by several important figures from the community.

LATEST ARRIVALS SWELL POPULATION OF COLONY

With the latest installment of 400 new arrivals arriving from Butte Assembly Center, on Sept 5, the total population of Butte Recreation Center now exceeds 5,500, as reported by the Housing Office. Of the grand total, 65% are residing at Butte Camp and 35% at the Canal Camp.

The birth of this month's arrivals was announced on July 25 at the tender 300 of the Butte/Turnall Assembly Center residents, located at the Canal Camp. On August 21, the initial 300 of Talkeetna's 948 evacuees came to the Butte/Turnall Assembly Center. However, due to the closing of the Assembly Center, the remaining 304 had to be handled by the Housing Office.

The housing of all the people is being handled by the Housing Office, and the Housing Director is responsible for the ongoing operations. The Housing Director is responsible for the ongoing operations.

(Continued on page 9)

WORK BEGUN ON NEW HOSPITAL PROJECT

Construction is now underway on the new hospital project in the Butte/Turnall Assembly Center. The project is expected to be completed in the near future.

(Continued on page 9)
JAPANESE LANGUAGE SUPPLEMENT

In reply to the inquiries that have been received concerning this paper's stand on the publication of a Japanese supplement we quote the following excerpt from Project Mr. Smith's statement on the page preceding the regular first page of this issue. "It is hoped that in the very near future there can be stated clearly and without misunderstanding the policy under which this newspaper can operate.

IS MASS INTERNMENT UNFAIR?

A resolution urging that the government release West coast Japanese from "mass internment" was passed at the recent convention of the Philadelphia chapter of the International Disciples of Christ in Revere, Massachusetts.

The delegates contended that since similar action had not been taken against Germans and Italians in this country, it was unfair to the Japanese to send them to so-called concentration camps. Mass action against Japanese and Italians obviously would be impossible in the light of the present situation due to the increase in population of the European people in America.

Even though it seems like discrimination, the segregation of Japanese, regardless of status, is not necessarily unfair. It is a safety and well-being and thus assured by the United States government.

If these people continued to live among us, by the thousands, so as to make up a sizable part of the population, there would be danger. This law is a safety measure for the entire nation.

We believe that Manzear has a printing press and that Boston has a U.P. or is it A.P. Wire service? For the time, all we have were some J.A.P.s. and a mimeograph machine. Peace-maker's W.P.S. closed a column with the words "They ain't hay" in this hello letter to editors everywhere we say "They ain't marrying".)
BUTTE CAMP MAIL HANDLED AT CANAL P.O. TEMPORARILY

FARMER, SUPERINTENDENT

Due to the fact that the rivers post office is temporarily situated at the Canal Camp, all mail of Butte Camp is being handled through the block managers, stated Paul Farmer, superintendent of the Rivas P. O. All outgoing mail will be delivered by the block managers.

Any money order or parcel post must be taken to the Canal Camp. Stamps can be purchased through the block managers.

Farmer offered five suggestions that if followed by center residents will expedite the delivery and receiving of mail.

1. The correct way to self-address your mail is, for example: Mr. John Doe 74-9-A Rivas, Arizona

2. Change of address cards which block managers carry, should be sent to publish them, home town and assembly center P. 0., draft boards, and alien registration boards. (Draft boards include 18 to 20 registrates.)

3. For the people's convenience, C. O. D. should be avoided.

4. Any person moving from block to block should notify block managers.

5. Cactus can not be shipped to friends because a horticulturist must first examine the plants.

Farmer added, "When notifying the home town post office of changing address, be sure to put the home address and not the assembly center's.

26-Fred Nuryama; 27-John Fujimura.

Block 46: Edward Watanabe; 47-Tom Miyamoto; 48-Take-ishi Kasamatsu; 49-Fred Ito; 51-Taro Uchi; 52-Akira Kurihara; 54-Masato Tsubata; 55-Sanzo Koyama; 56-Paul Kurokawa; 57-Tetsu Noda; 58-Henry Kurosawa; 59-Henry Sokol; 60-Masanosuke Sakomoto; 61-Toschi Sugano; 62-Robert Hayashi; 63-Shinsuke Morimoto; 65-Hataku Togashi; 66-Koichi Itahara; 67-Frank Kinokawa; 72-Frank Kinokawa; 73-Giichi Makumura and 74-Toschi Kishida.

All block headquarters will be located at 31-3 of each section.
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All block headquarters will be located at 31-3 of each section.

FIRE PRECAUTIONS TOLD

John A. Henderson, head of Housing and Employment, stressed the following four safety precautions be closely observed by all community residents to prevent fire or injuries to any person.

1. The lighting of any fire in an apartment is forbidden. No burning of any sort will be permitted without the approval of the Fire Marshal or his assistants.

2. The movement of any lighting fixtures or the tampering with electrical wiring is prohibited.

3. Electrical appliances—outlets in living quarters are for light only. Use of any electrical appliance would create a serious fire hazard and is prohibited. Defective appliances without accordance of the Fire Marshal or his assistants. Burning of trash is also strictly prohibited.

Trash will be collected.

4. The possession of inflammable liquid (such as cleaning fluid) is not allowed.

GOING MY WAY?

Water....! Another truck passes by, leaving you in a cloud of dust with your precious burden from the Canal Camp Can- teen still in your weary arms.

Although plans are to develop some transportation service between the Canal and Butte Camp, the only method at present is to depend on one's trusty thumb. The most efficient system is the vigorous use of your vocal chords which may bring a second glance from the truck driver.

So to all centerites who have not experienced this milestone of their great lives...be prepared for sore feet, sunburn, and a longing desire to hastily pass away!

Leaders Meeting Stated for Monday

All Scout leaders of the junior and senior staff and Scout masters of various groups will meet in the 39 Recreation Mall, Monday evening, September 14, at 7:30. Mr. Morton Naka, Community Activities Supervisor, will discuss the 47th centennial of Scouting.

Offer bids with past Scouting experience and those interested in the Scout program, are welcome to attend the meeting.

Frank Sakihara
Scout Dist. Com.

Church Groups

All Church groups of Butte Camp are asked to send representatives, two citizens and non-citizens each, to discuss plans and to form various groups for church organizations. This meeting will be held tomorrow afternoon at 2 in room 352.
IMPROVEMENTS

Despite numerous handicaps, the ingenious residents of the Jill Relaxation Center are already constructing clever additions to aid in brightening their new homes.

Pictur-esque rock gardens, as the one depicted in the above illustration, at the home of Y. Tome, 5803-L, are gradually being made. Potted plants and bits of desert texture are being employed to give our barracks a "homey" touch.

Let's see more of these artistic touches to make this camp an enjoyable place in which to live.

JESSI FATHER

Despite numerous handicaps, the ingenious residents of the Jill Relaxation Center are already constructing clever additions to aid in brightening their new homes.

Pictur-esque rock gardens, as the one depicted in the above illustration, at the home of Y. Tome, 5803-L, are gradually being made. Potted plants and bits of desert texture are being employed to give our barracks a "homey" touch.

Let's see more of these artistic touches to make this camp an enjoyable place in which to live.

ISSUE FATHER

Conflicting thoughts ran through his troubled mind as he sat on the porch of his barrack in the cool, gathering dusk. As he looked down the block, he saw other men sitting in similar fashion, on their porch head bent in thought. He wondered vaguely if they were thinking about the same things that were running through his mind in wild confusion.

The excited shouting of his three little boys broke pleasantly into his thoughts. As he heard their earnest, childish laughter, he thought of their future. What would become of them? Could they live a normal life in a place where people of only one race lived? Could they know life without the broadening experiences of living among other races? Could they grow narrow and bitter and prejudiced?

As he sat there, he thought of the meeting from which he had just returned. A meeting of the Cimarron generation berating the government for the injustice of taking away their homes, land, and demanding the citizenship of the United States for their children. He remembered his part in the gathering, remembered how quiet the smoke-filled room had become as he stood up and said in a voice thick with emotion: "If the white people don't want us here in America, and they have shown that they do, why teach our children to like as they do? May show them the American way of life when they won't let a chance to live as other Americans do? America for Americans! Is what they are saying, and 'Jap for the Japs.' So why should we teach our children to love a land that has expelled them?"

His blood raced as the stirring words of the next speaker added fire to his already smoking sense of justice and went to his people. And he found himself agreeing quickly and thoroughly to their bitter words.

But now, as he sat there in the cool, delicious air, with the calm wind soothing his hot, ruffled mind from its tempestuous and sad emotion, he felt a little twinge of conscience. Then he heard the eager voice of his daughter, Hanco, aged seventeen, saying in the earnest voice of youth to her younger sister, "Don't it wond' ful that I can still go to school here. After I graduate, I'm going to go to Madison and study art. Papa says I can go, and Miss Langley wrote me come and live with her until the course is finished. Maybe her uncle, who edits a magazine, will let me illustrate (continued on page 5).
MEDICAL STAFF BUSY

Pending the completion of the main hospital, an emergency hospital located at Block 73 Recreation Hall will serve the residents of Butte C.A.M.P., Doctors T. Ochi, Ichio, Tsuyako and Herbert Hata completed their examinations here.

According to the latest reports, the new General Hospital will be ready for occupancy about the middle of October. The bed capacity is 200. It is also reported that a nurses quarters will be built onto the hospital for nurses wishing to live closer to the hospital.

In order to save the doctors a great deal of trouble, all persons with any kind of chronic case are asked to report at once for examination.

Clinic hours are from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. Expectant halls are held from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. Baby food is obtainable at 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. and to 3 p.m. Mothers are asked to report to the Butte camp p.m.

GILA ZOO

Familiarize yourself with the location of the Emergency Hospital in case of future use.

Ignorance is bliss, goes the saying, but just how many community citizens actually know what a Gila monster or rattlesnake is like? Believed to be the first account of a trip to the Gila here, Y. Takano of 44-13 C. with the able help of M. Maki and Y. Hirohige has caged one species of a Gila monster which lives on hard boiled eggs (no salt), and two rattlesnakes with twelve and two rattles, which are kept continually with water being poured over them. These species were found between the C. A. N. L. and Butte camps about 20 days ago. When asked what they planned to do with these animals, the owners told that they were going to make some kind of medicine out of them. Whether they are able to breed is not known to them.

KING TANAHULA

A hideous looking member of the spider family is King Tanahula, now a prisoner of Jimmy Yamashita of 57-3-c. This carnivorous insect was caught in a ditch bottom while devouring a freshly killed mouse, which Jimmy believes, is its favored food.

PLAYMATOS TWO

Two wild baby doves, four weeks old, are growing to be the pride and joy of Harry Motonaga, 56-0-D, who found them on the mountains of the C. A. N. L. Camp about two months ago. Having moved in with Mr. Motonaga's camp, they were able to keep them as long as he could. These doves are not afraid of humans and eat rice and other food they can find and are alert to his every beckoning.

TURKEY SOUP

Last but not least, of the so-called " zoo" is a harmless desert turtle located at 97-14-8.

His name is Senkuchi, this turtle lives on fruits and vegetables and bread.
A typical scene, red tile-roofed barracks stand in orderly, compact ranks under the scorching sun, with a desolate, unsettled air of incompleteness in a locale devoid of any greenery. However, as improvements get under way, the artists' pen will depict another scene of the camp grounds four weeks hence.
NURSERY OPENS

A nursery school for small children is already in progress at Block 93 with Mrs. Helen Rink in charge under the supervision of Mrs. O. T. McFarland, head of the nursery school. Enrollment at present has been listed as 10 with a reported increase of five boys. Another nursery school is also being conducted at the First Unitarian Church.

School Program

The program, developed under the guidance of the P. T. A. and the Board of Education, is designed to stimulate the intelligence of the children in all phases of their development. Educational activities, under the direction of the elementary school principal, will be conducted during the day. Extra-curricular activities, such as school clubs, athletic games and social occasions, will be provided for the children in the evening and on Saturdays. The program will be conducted by trained staff members, including teachers, principals and other qualified persons.

BOY SCOUTS SERVE

WOMEN'S ACTIVITIES UNDER PROPOSAL

Although no definite plans have been made for the time being, the temporary staff working on the proposal have been quite active, according to Mrs. Helen Rink. They include: Mrs. Emma Rink, who will take charge of the Home Economics group; Mrs. Mary A. Rink, who will be in charge of the Girls' Auxiliary, and Mrs. Sarah Rink, who will be in charge of the Boys' Auxiliary.

Ikeda Deli Sign Painters

Despite the lack of equipment, the Ikeda Deli Sign Painters were able to complete the sign for the new Ikeda Deli, a new establishment in the area.

Mrs. Smith Active

As Counsellor of the Girl Scouts Project, Mrs. A. L. Smith has been working on the project for the past two weeks. She has organized a group of girls who will be responsible for taking care of the clinic. The project is a part of the Girl Scouts of America's national theme, "Peace through Understanding." The group will be in charge of organizing and running various activities for the girls.

SOUVENIR MAP ORDERS

Community residents desiring additional copies of the souvenir maps of the area are requested to contact Mrs. Charlotte Swain-Spalding, 52-92, Block manager. All orders will be filled as soon as possible.
CANAL CAMP - No. 1

LEGEND

- MILITARY VILLAGE
  - Occupied
  - To Be Occupied
  - Under Construction
  - To Be Built Later

1. Administration
2. Hospital
3. Post Office
4. Buddhist Church
5. Store
6. Go-Shogi Club
7. Library
8. Fire Department
9. Temporary School Office
10. Community Activities Service
11. Farm Department
12. Women's Club
13. Christian Church
14. Judo Club
15. Young People's Club
16. Boys' Club
17. Social
18. Men's Club
19. Social Dance Instruction

Note:
- Block 13 & 16 to be temporary school buildings

- FIRE BREAK

- TO BUTTE CAMP NO. 2, APPROX. 4 MILES

- FIRE BREAK

- VACANT SCHOOL

- REC. AREA

- VACANT SCHOOL

- REC. AREA

- VACANT

- WHSE.

- WHSE.

- ADMIN.

- NO. 1

- NO. 2

- EMERGENCY HOSPITAL
- EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
- JARDEN'S OFFICE
- STORE
- GO-BISHI OFFICE
- COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES OFFICE
- CHILDREN'S NURSERY
- KINDERGARTEN
- FIRE DEPARTMENT

Note:
- Block 55 to be temporary high school buildings
- Block 51 to be temporary elementary school buildings

- TEMPORARY
KAWAI URGES SANITATION

Under Frank W. Harding, Ch.l. & P. Project Steward, Shig Kawai, head Inspector of Sanitation, and assistant, Henry Miyahara, are constantly raising kitchen sanitation standards to higher levels.

Kawai states that mess hall heads are urged to observe the following regulations:

1. All mess hall floors and tables are to be kept scrupulously clean.
2. All mess hall employees are required to pass health examinations.
3. Milk and other perishables are to be kept under refrigeration.
4. Beverage containers should be kept covered and all water, tea and coffee after sealing.
5. No beverages are to be served on or in the mess halls.

His Excellency, Inspector Kawai, requested that individuals should use their own cups for drinking water at the container placed outside mess halls. Containers in faucets and paper cups may be installed in the near future.

HOUSING

(continued from page 1)

People vacated from these blocks will be given quarters in the southern and of the camp, probably 40, 41 and others. This plan is subject to change. Unite Families

Eventually, Eaton hopes that where possible, families and friends can be placed closely. There may be a possibility for couples and small families to live alone, too. Any housing problems should be taken to Eaton's temporary housing office at block 12 Recreational Hall.

MESSIN' AROUND

Perturbed parents have asked the cooperation of head nurses in getting the families together whenever possible at meal time. It is reported that improvements in which messages in some tables have tended to undo the table etiquette taught in homes before the evacuation.

We have observed that in some mess halls parents make it a point to sit in one of the last available seats and that under such arrangements the waiters ask for the comfort of keeping the children under parental eyes is facilitated.

MESS HALLS 57, 64

First to Open

For a mass halls to open were #57 and #64. Mess Halls 56, 58, 65, and 66 followed.

While mess halls are open at present, the completed mess halls only for 38 in operation.


HEAD WARDEN FROM HAWAII

Patrolling camp areas, rendering first aid to accident victims, directing traffic, enforcement of laws passed by camp council and rendering general service to camp personnel are a few incidents in the daily routine of E. Z. Williamson, head of the Department of Internal Security.

HAWAIIAN-JAPANESE

In a statement to the press, Williamson expressed great satisfaction to find only high class personnel had been selected as wardens. "In the future we will continue to maintain similar high standards," he stated.

"Japanese people in Hawaii have proved to be highly useful members of the community. In Hawaii—have been a high percentage of their share of bonds, and have actively engaged in defense work, and have cooperated in every way with the military government."

WARDEN'S REQUIREMENTS

When asked about requirements for a position with the Internal Security, he stated that no age, sex, or educational requirements had been set up as yet.

"Requirements are still needed for this important work. General requirements are: (1) health, (2) initiative, (3) good reputation in the community, (4) ambition, and (5) desire to render wholesome service to the people of the community."

WARDEN, organization is a service organization. The cooperation of the public in both camps is respectfully solicited. Please call on us if we are able to serve you.

Typewriters wanted

There are no typewriters to rent typewriters (here or in storage) to the High School Commercial Department, please call Ide Ootomo at 26-7-3. Every typewriter owner's cooperation will be greatly appreciated. For further details, please see Miss. Ootomo.

BUCKDOROLL

A buck a day, or a dollar, was the cost of rent in the Indian Village. After the first buck you work through, or if you passed the day, it costs you a dollar.

BUY WAR BONDS
Buddhist Church Dedication

Official dedication of the Rivers Buddhist Church will take place tomorrow evening at seven o'clock in the Riverdale Church, Recreation Hall 4, with Rev. Ronald Young of Vanvickle acting as chairman. Project Director E. R. Smith is one of the many notable donations tentatively slated to address the Buddhist populace, which comprises an estimated eighty percent of the camp population.

The Buddhist Church opening will be the climax of the launching of a three-point Buddhist program commencing at 9 a.m. At that time the official opening of the Sunday School will take place in the church. And in the afternoon, the Young Buddhist Association will enter the spotlight with their constitutional and selection meeting.

(Continued on next page)

Taijima to Address Christian Group

Christian war shippers in Canal Camp will have the opportunity of meeting Reverend Kengo Taijima in the weekly Japanese Sunday morning service held in the Christian Church, Recreation Hall 7. Reverend Taijima, nearly arrived minister from the Tulare Assembly Center, is staying in the Hutte Camp.

Reverend So of Canal Camp will officiate as chairman of the service which is scheduled to start at nine o'clock. Simultaneously with the Japanese service, the Young People's groups will meet in Mess Hall Thirtrom. Leader of the meeting will be Art Matsumura, active Young People's leader.

At the termination of the Young People's Service, May Shirakami will conduct the Sunday School program in the Women's Club Room, Recreation Hall 2 even ty-four.

Kindergarten Starts Monday

After a registration by parents on Thursday and Friday, the nursery and kindergarten classes for the small tots will start this Monday. An excellent and experienced staff of Japanese teachers, under the guidance of A. R. Hutchinson, Grammar school Principal, will greet the little newcomers.

The nursery staff under the supervision of Miss Mari Yochim will be: Eimi Ohida, Kinuko Fujimoto, Amy Okimoto and Dorothy Kaneshige. Kindergarten staff is composed of Misses Claire Fujihara, Hisako Kihati and Sally Naji with Miss Emily Yamamoto supervising.

Nursery classes will be held in 13-1-3 C and D, while the kindergarten will have as their classes 13-2-C and D. Hours for both classes will be from 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

In an interview with a press representative, Dr. Hutchinson stated that all of Block thirteen will be temporary nursery through high school building.

(Continued on next page)

Music Appreciation

Canal Camp's initial "Music Appreciation Hour" catered to 125 settlers last Monday night at the Woman's Club Room.

The classical transcribed selections included the works of Franz Schubert, Anton Rubenstein, Franz Liszt, Mendelssohn, Tchaikovsky, and Movin.

Judo Delayed

Due to the confluence of events by the housing department, instructions in judo have been temporarily halted, instructor Minoru Okamoto reported. Preparations are being made at the present time to purchase a suit for the manufacture of suitable mts.

As soon as the dojo in Recreation Hall 25 is completed, judo will be resumed.

1,841 Persons Employed

According to a survey made last Saturday by the Canal Camp's Employment Officer, 1,841 persons are working and are on the U.S. Government's payroll. 141 persons are in the highest dollar class, 673 are in the sixteen-dollar class, and 1027 individuals classified in the twelve-dollar group. In other words Uncle Sam will be taking out of his pocket, approximately $577,771 every month—will be greater yet out of the 1,841 workers, 1,390 are males and the balance being the female sex.

969 in Mess Halls

The Mess Halls employ the largest number of all—604 males and 365 females, making a total of 969. Farm Monitors have on their payroll 27 hard workers.

Must be Interviewed

Individuals desiring employment must obtain it through the Employment Office at Block Thirteen, Granville Fourteenth. First of all you must be interviewed and registered with an interviewer, after which another interview with William Hsu, Placement Officer, is necessary. If qualified and the desired occupation is open, you will be given an assignment paper and an identification card.

Scout Rally to be Held Tonight

Comes, songs, and entertainment will feature the grand scout sign-up rally tonight in Mess Hall 13, Harry Denski, a scout commissioner reported.

Hanno Ishihara, erstwhile desert scout third, will dance the "Charlie Foxtrot," which is scheduled to start at 8:15.

All prospective members, scouts, and auxiliaries of both sexes are urged to attend.

C. S. T.

Haus Suitcase with inscription M. Eto. Last seen Saturday by 47 block woodpile. Return to Danil el Eto, 45-11-0
MARSHALL HEADS MOTOR POOL

Another section of the Transportation Division is the Motor Pool which is in charge of all automotive equipment and transportation. It is under the supervision of James A. Marshall, with truck dispatcher Tom Nakasone, Cost Accountant Masayuki Tanaka, Vice Manager, Timekeeper, and George Furuya, Gas Station Attendant.

"I LIKE THEM ROLLING"

Sixty-three and one-half ton heavy trucks, including a refrigerator semi, ten to twelve pick-ups, and forty sedans will be under the force of the Motor Pool.

The job of the Pool is to "keep them rolling", wherever necessary. But it is not an easy job to keep the automotive moving with ten to fifteen flats a day and an average of 500 gallons of gasoline consumed daily. Departmental lack of parts and equipment also contribute to this factor.

CLOSER RESTRICTIONS

There will be closer restrictions on drivers, due to the fact that there are many so-called operators. Dependable Japanese truck drivers will be permitted for driving purposes, which is being done by the Indians at present.

Weekly Dance at Mess 42

Under the auspices of the CAS, the weekly Saturday night dances will be held tonight at Mess Hall 42, 3 blocks south of E7 Mess Hall, at 8 p.m. The latest recordings will be on hand to provide music for the enthusiastic dancers. Entertainment is being promised for the evening's program. Patron and patronesses will be announced.

An admission fee of 50c per person will be charged to defray expenses for the usage of necessary equipment. George Kamei, that happy-go-lucky man, will again be chairman for the evening.

School Begins

(Continued from page 12) expressed the hope that the barracks will be replaced as soon as possible by school-like structures made of adobe, which is a great heat insulator.

The subject of the page is the importance of education, and school life to the children. Because they miss the home and family life, the happiness of the children which in turn affects the parent's happiness will depend on the school's cooperation in the education of the children.

A carefully selected teaching staff, willing and eager to teach the young Nisei, have been secured for the grammar school. Due to the lack of facilities, there will have to depend on their own initiative.

The elementary school Principal raised a hope for a high school for both Japanese and Nisei to begin in the near future. Information concerning this will be released in a later issue of this paper.

NOTICE

The Employment Office has moved from Recreation Hall 61 to 8149.

MAINTENANCE DIVISION

Maintenance Division, which is one of the sections of the Transportation and Supply Division, is responsible for the maintenance of equipment, plants, buildings, and other projects requiring the attention of the department.

This department includes plumbers, carpenters, and electrical units together, and is responsible for the operation of the Garage Section, which runs the garage of the Japanese workmen working under the direction of Frank D. Rocca, Supervisor.

A temporary work shop in the Camp is anticipated to start operations soon. At present, a 300-w. of twenty men are carrying out a program of covering all the mess hall floors in several Camp with "mati-pave" linoleum.

Making 3,500 pieces of furniture for the schools in one of the completed projects, on the Maintenance Division's program, and it is expected that there will be a need for skilled carpenters.

Buddhist Program

(Continued from page 11) Conducting the two hour morning Sunday School program will be Seiichi Okaide, former California Buddhist leader. Okaide will also introduce President John Fujiki and the teaching staff of twenty-five members.

An estimated 400 odd TSA members will cast their ballots for their candidates in the G.I. a Young Buddhist Association election. Approval of the club constitution will take place simultaneously with the election.

Prior to the business meeting, Chairman Mr. Setsu Yawashita will conduct a brief religious service.

The grand finale of the "Buddhist Day" will be a talent parade and rally starting at 4 p.m. The program will take place outdoors in front of the church.
THREE GAMES FOR ICE BREAKER TENS

In the "Ice-Breakers" Softball League, three games are billed for tonight.

In the American League, the undefeated San Jose Scrubs, led by twirler Nakatsu, take on the Aggie's Ace Nobuwo, who will take the mound in a possible mound duel.

The Arizona Giants cross-bat against Spitfire in the National 'circuit. Both teams are dwelling one place out of the cellar with one win and two losses.

Also tied in the same slot are the Golden Gophers and the 23rd Block Heads who also play-off tonight.

Four Fem Squads Sign for Sports

Under the temporary directorship of Ruby Kitata, girls' volleyball practice session got underway this week at Block 52. Teams entered and their rosters are as follows:

**Moses 60**
- Marilyn Iseni
- Nancy Egami
- Merry Otosu
- Fukiko Saneshima
- Hiroyo Yamane
- Takehiro Itow
- Yumi Usa
- Corky Shimamoto
- Lucy Kabezayashi
- Betty Horoe
- Mari Horita
- Fumiko Yoshishahi
- Mary Nakahiro
- Kumi Nakahiro
- June Moriyuki
- Jane Yamamoto
- Merry Touba
- Cherie Yusa
- Mami Asakura
- Chie Tsukahara
- Kumi Yamauchi

**Tullock**
- Moromi, Ida Osada
- Helen Odessa
- Susie Kay
- Hisatomi
- Yoshiko Kay
- Irene Haru
- Alice Neguchiy

**Block Seton**
- 1.333

**Block Seven**
- 1.000

**NATIONAL LEAGUE**

- Becky Hara
- Alice Neguchiy

**NOTES**

- The game schedule is for the 2:30 P.M. on Camp No.1 Diamond on Sept. 20.

**GAME SCHEDULED FOR 2:30 P.M. ON CAMP NO.1 DIAMOND**

Camp rivalry will flare with the encountering of the two L. A. Bulldogs softball aggregations.

The tussle is scheduled at 2:30 P.M. on the Canal Camp diamond.

Bulldogs No. 1 will enter the ball game as heavy favorites because of the month head start in practice sessions. Making things more bright for the favorites is the service of George Ogura who is hitting at a .500 clip and the capable mound handling by Monroe Okai. At press time, the former outfit holds the second spot in the American League.

Although lacking practice, Manager "Curly" will depend on his "All Star" batting of Nobi Old and Yoshi "Horse" Inouye to back that statement.

The probable line-ups are as follows:

**Bulldogs vs. Bulldogs B**

- K. Okai
- Y. Inouye
- P. Usa
- S. Goto
- T. Ishii
- T. Watanabe
- T. Uda
- T. Negayama
- H. Okai
- M. Okai
- T. Watanabe
- Y. Furukama
- T. Watanabe
- J. Morohiko
- J. Shigesaka
- T. Takemoto
- J. Susuki

**CANAL CAMP GIRL'S LEAGUE UNDERWAY**

Under Helen Inai, 31st Recreational worker, the Girls' Junior and Senior Softball Leagues are already slugging away at the Canal Camp.

Starting off with a bang, the Kingsburg Starlettes and Baby Cardi officially opened the Senior League on Tuesday, September 8, the former handing the Baby Cards a 11-3 defeat after a second inning rally by the Starlettes.

Initial debut for the Junior League was made Monday, September 7, with the Sky Rockets walloping the White Shirts to a 17-4 count.

Sign-ups for volleyball teams are already in progress at the CAS office under the direction of Miss Inai.
FUTURE MEETING OF GABA TO BE HELD.

A meeting of the GABA (Gamba Activities and Recreation) will be held on Thursday, May 14, at the Recreation Hall, 611 East Main Street, at 7 p.m. The meeting will be held in the near future and all interested are urged to sign up in the CAS office in Recreation Hall 13.

IMPORTANT MEETING FOR ICE BREAKERS

An important meeting of all managers or representatives of the Ice-Breaker teams is scheduled for tomorrow afternoon, 1:30 p.m., at the CAS Office in Recreation Hall 13.

Joe Oyama will direct construction and maintenance and the community activities equipment will be handled by Tosh Goto.

SIX PLAYGROUNDS

Within six tentative recreational playground sites, all the major and minor sports and pastimes will be exercised. The committee mentioned above has in foresight twelve softball diamonds in the making with schedules, various leagues and tournaments also.

Block recreation halls will be used for church clubs and organizations, ping pong, reading room and other services. Recreation Hall 61 will be the first in service with the Geh Shogi enthusiasts competing on their own initiative.

Judo also

Judo, which proved popular in both first and second generation fana in the assembly centers will also be considered in the recreation project. Saburo Miyamoto, former Judo instructor at Tulare Assembly Center, will probably be responsible for this division.

Only two temporary appointments have been assigned by Supervisor Gaba to this cabinet of six. Bill Oyama will direct construction and maintenance and the community activities equipment will be handled by Tosh Goto.

GABA TO THIS

In a meeting held last Sunday afternoon under the chairmanship of Goro Maeda, it was decided to hold an open championship for single and double horse shoe pitchers.

The tournament will be held in the near future and all interested are urged to sign up in the CAS office in Recreation Hall Thirteen.
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TEMPORARY GOVERNMENT ORGANIZED

One of the first steps towards forming a democratic government is the temporary Community Council. A permanent Council will be set up as soon as all residents arrive in this Center. A commission will be appointed to determine how the permanent Council will operate, and to make clear in the minds of the residents, and the Administration staff of the WPA our need, desires and problems. This Council will also act as adviser to the Administration. It will consist of one representative from each block.

The following rules govern the election of the Council: At least 8 persons from among the residents of each block will be nominated for the office of block representative. These nominees must be American citizens, 21 years of age or over. The Block Manager is not eligible for nomination unless he resigns his present position.

RECENT RULING AFFECT ALIENS

"It is extremely important that all alien Japanese who are going to leave the camp for outside harvesting, to write a change of address card to the nearest F.B.I. before they leave," stated W. E. Williamson of the Internal Security. This is due to a recent presidential proclamation.

The information needed on the card is the full name, present address, former home address, forwarding address, and the alien registration number. The information is to be forwarded to the F.B.I. in charge E 117's slg, in Phoenix, Arizona.

Failure to notify the F.B.I. may result in possible internment.

EMPLOYMENT POLICIES ANNOUNCED BY W.R.A.

WPA policies on employment of evacuees and a schedule of pay for three major groups of jobs were announced today.

All employment, both within and outside WPA centers, shall be voluntary. Caucasians will be employed only in the principal staff positions.

The three major job groups with their rates of pay are as follows:

Group I: This group includes new workers, apprentices and trainees. This group will be paid an "entrance rate" of $1.50 a month.

Group II: This group will include the majority of employees and will cover all employees who do not fall within Groups I or III. The rate of pay in this group will be $15 a month.

Group III: This group includes evacuees whose jobs involve responsible supervision of the work of others, persons whose jobs require professional training, and also those who do extremely hard work essentially to the community's welfare and morals. Persons in this group will receive $20 a month.

The above rates of pay, it was pointed out, are in addition to subsistence which includes housing, food, medical care and elementary and high school education.

NEW ARRIVALS ENTER CAMP

During the past few weeks the arrival of a number of men released from various detention camps throughout the country has been noted. According to Bob Yeaton, Assistant Housing Director, nine arrivals have been inducted into the Butte Camp to rejoin their families.

The names are: Kikumatsu Nakash, Sange Namiya, Takahito Shiraishi, Hisayoshi Yonakawa, Mitsuburou Tanaka, Kuniichi Tomura, Konji Wada, Yosai Katayama, and Toshikazu Minakata.
CANTEEN PROFIT?

A first week's sales report issued by Manager Jun Toguri of the Butte Canteen, shows that register totals hit over a thousand dollars par time for a grand weekly figure of $6,860.87.

Even on the thinnest of the mark-ups, the books should show a tidy net profit that might well be used to further some deserving branch of Community Activities. Canal Camp reports a Canteen Advisory Board already in existence.

Residents of both camps wait for a declaration of the administration's policy on the operation of cooperatives.

The House That Isn't There

That big building that you cannot see on the right or the left side of the road between Canal and Butte Camps is the biggest of its kind in Faimal County. Manzanar, Tule and Parker have similar structures in the making. Santa Anita was the first to announce construction of this tall type of edifice that departed from accepted rules of architecture by having no foundation to rest upon. At Santa Anita the building was called a hotel that would eventually house all the roomers (rumours). Ours is one, two, three, too many stories high. Whatever it may be called, it is a certainty, that without foundation, it will not last, and that the flimsy though sometimes skillfully woven material that goes into its fabrication will provide excellent firewood for the torch of truth that we hope this publication will be permitted to carry. even tho' flashlights are contraband.

Arizona Believes in Nisei

"It is reported that many of the Japanese are anxious to obtain agricultural employment. But it should be done on the strictly volunteer basis. This country does not employ forced labor. These Japanese given employment should be paid the same wage paid any other worker. Our war is against the Japanese in the Pacific war theater. Not against those who are citizens of this country."

(From the Phoenix Republican and Gazette)

JAPANESE SUPPLEMENT

Mr. Edwin Bates, chief of the information bureau in the San Francisco Office of the W. R. A., says that the Gila News Courier will soon have a Japanese Language section with translations of important news. Until then, please translate our pages for those who do not read English.

DEAR LARRY:

It was good to hear you this afternoon. The connection was very clear and when you mentioned that military authorities said that cotton was as vital to the war effort as rubber, the words came booming over the phone. Nobu Kawai told me after he had finished talking with Geo. Inagaki, that you are shipping over 2,000 copies of the 'Citizen' containing the full text of the army order.

When we came back from Canal Camp where the phone is, I found that it was too late to get the story in, so we will all be looking forward to seeing it in the 'Pacific Citizen'. This W. R. A. set-up is a lot different from the assembly centers. I remember trying to phone to Brownie Furutani in Tulare Center when I was still in the free zone. No go.

The Citizen's League is respected by the W. R. A. I'm not saying, Larry, that the J.A.C.L. didn't make some errors in the past, but those innings are over. Right now, the League is our main hope, our strongest hope in America. I tell the critics of the League, 'When you can show me another organization of nisei that can do as much for us now, I'll lend an ear to your crying.'

A card from K. Murase at Poston yesterday, also a note from A. Naguchi at Fresan. Ed Shimano writes to say that a quintet of songmakers have Arkansas in view.

Arkansas means 'down river people' in Indian. I'll be calling you again Larry. Maybe picking cotton soon.
THREE STUDENTS LEAVE CENTER FOR SCHOOL

Three fortunate students have left the Center for entrance into colleges and universities outside of the required student relocation plan, states Mrs. A. M. Smith, Counselor. Richard Matsumoto and Cordellus Chiamori were accepted and entered Utseter College, Wapner, Ohio and the University of Texas at Austin, respectively. The Ted Yamada was the third student to leave the center, departing on September 8.

All students who filed application with the Student Relocation Council should notify Mrs. Smith immediately so that she may contact them concerning any information about student relocation or to settle any problems which have arisen. Offices are located at 12-14 in the Canal Camp and at Recreation Hall 66, Butte Camp.

Young American with a Japanese Face

Arriving recently at Camp was Charles Kikuchi, the "young American with a Japanese face.” He is called hibachi, for his biography which appeared in Louis Adamic's "From Many Lands.”

Formerly from San Francisco, he is a graduate of the State College and the University of California. Prophets of the young Kikuchi and their economic adjustments being his main interests, he is planning to do research work on this line.

LIBRARY SETUP

Books, magazines, and catalogs from the Tulare Assembly Center are warehoused temporarily pending selection of a Butte Camp library site.

People processing books, magazines or other reading material that they wish to donate, contact CAS headquarters at Rec. Hall 56.

Mixed Couples Ruling Revealed

At the request of many residents we are reprinting the classifications of persons eligible to leave the center under the mixed marriage ruling. Persons interested in applying, please inquire at Mrs. Anne M. Smith's office at #65.

Following are the group classifications:

1. Mixed marriage families composed of a Japanese husband, Caucasian wife, and mixed blood children.

2. Families composed of a Caucasian husband who is a citizen of the United States, a Japanese wife, and mixed blood children.

3. Adult individuals of mixed blood who are citizens of the United States.

4. Families composed of a high-Japanese husband who is not a citizen of the United States, a Japanese wife and mixed blood children.

5. Families composed of a Caucasian mother, who is not a citizen of the United States, and her mixed blood children.

Unclaimed Mail

A long list of unclaimed mail is now posted on the bulletin boards. Any items found will be sent to the Selective Service Office, Recreational Hall 42, at their earliest convenience.

Students are advised to forward their mail through the just-mentioned office. Mail will be handled by the Selective Service Office in the Housing and Employment Office, Recreation Hall 42, at their earliest convenience.

NURSERY STAFF

There are the following nursery assistants on the staff: Emiko Nikui, Manako Miki, Mariko Kurashige, Nako Kurose, Fumiko Yamada, and Koko Nagasawa.

CAUSASIAN INSTRUCTORS

High school news bring word that 10 or 15 Cauasian instructors who have transportation facilities, will arrive today to aid in preparation for the opening of school and to assist the nursery staff.
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MESSIAH AROUND

Due to the numerous complaints from Mess Hall Chief Cooks to the Mess Operation Section, Mr. E. E. Brown, Assistant Project Steward, announced that a mess ticket system will soon come into effect.

Until these mess tickets are distributed, all persons must cooperate by eating in their own mess hall in order to prevent confusion.

Variable menus in different mess halls may be the reason for this uneven distribution.

FOUR, NOT FIVE

It is the desirability of all diners that only four be seated on each side of the tables instead of five as practiced in some mess halls. Inaugurating such a system will affect the consciousness in asking one's neighbor to pass the salt, pepper, from one to the other.

Hop Attracts Large Crowd

With a full house of dance enthusiasts attending, the second of a series of Saturday Night dances was held on Saturday night, September 12, at 8 p.m. in Recreation Hall 56, sponsored by the CAS.

Sweet and swing music was furnished by the leading orchestras of the nation. It was observed that George Kanegaki was chairman for the evening.

'W' for Warden

Green arm bands with a white 'W' designate the wardens, W. E. Williamson, head of the Internal Security, asks the residents to cooperate, with all men wearing such arm bands.

Those who are free of charge, by Mrs. S. Haseken of the Canal Camp.

Fryers Visitors

Arriving from San Francisco last week, Mr. S. Fryer, Regional Director of the W.A., and Mrs. Fryer are now making a tour of the camps. Mr. Fryer is expected to remain here for a few days.

VITAL STATISTICS

ISHEIMI—James Hieato, W. L. A.; Ruth, Los Angeles, August 16.

HARADA—Sonoji, Massyoshi; Nobuko, both of W. L. A. August 28.

HUSU

August 17 To Mr. and Mrs. Saito, Namba, a girl.

Yumiko, a girl, Unami.

August 19 To Mr. and Mrs. Takahashi, a boy, Sumiko, a girl, Tadao, a boy.

August 21 To Mr. and Mrs. Tanida, a girl, Yoko, a girl, Yoko, a girl.

August 24 To Mr. and Mrs. Tanida, a boy, David, a boy, Shinzo,

September 1 To Mr. and Mrs. Tsuchiya, a boy, Arthur, a boy,

September 2 To Mr. and Mrs. Matsubara, a boy, a girl, Tsuneo, a boy.

September 4 To Mr. and Mrs. Tanida, a girl, Yoko.

September 5 To Mr. and Mrs. Kamei, a girl, Kazue.

September 8 To Mr. and Mrs. Tanida, a boy, Naoko.

Deaths

Yoshida, Yohachi, age 60, on August 19th.

Yotsumoto, Hidetaka, age 58, on August 16th.

Matsubara, Shigehito, age 62, on August 16th.

Sugimoto, Katsumi, age 64, on September 4th.

Nakazawa, Ryoji, age 2, on September 4th.

HUSU

Makes A Statement

"We hope to have employment for all persons in camp. During the readjustment period, some are unfortunately not working. All labor is on the voluntary basis, and we hope to give the people the opportunity to attempt other trades besides those previously engaged here. All work up to now has been temporary and ultimately these qualified for certain jobs will be assigned to such capacity," stated Mr. William Husu, Placement Officer.
CART-ART

With the typical forethought of all the older Japanese, we have seen the birth of a number of clever carts and wagons for the purpose of hauling bits of lumber from the

wood pile to the borrow. Proceeded by the crew of wires and wooden wheels, we often view the appearance of these carts in the evenings, loaded with their precious burdens, pushed or pulled by our industrious Centerites.

FIRE BUREAU INAUGURATED

In order to further serve the community in the matters of fire protection, a Fire Prevention Bureau was organized last week as a branch to the community fire department. With Charles S. Mayeda as acting chief, the bureau will be composed of a number of fire inspectors trained to locate, minimize, or eliminate fire hazards that may appear. They are making inspection tours every day throughout the Center.

INFORMATION

At present the bureau is inspecting electrical wiring through each apartment and building.

The combination of rubbish piles and scrap lumber accumulations at improper places will be given attention by the inspectors. It is requested that residents wherever possible dispose of all excess lumber or wetter material away from the buildings. "The residents' cooperation in following the suggestions of these inspectors will be of benefit to all," said Mayeda.

BLOCK REMOVAL

(con't from page 1)

suited in a vote by block managers, who first solicited the opinions of their respective block residents to determine how they should vote on the issue. The poll revealed that all blocks but one wished the residents to remain, the latter of the colonists preferring to have their children walk farther to school than to force the removal of 51 and 50 residents.

Employment Policies Told

(con't from page 1)

The above classification and rates of pay became effective at the Gila River Project on September 1, according to H. E. Smith, Project Director.

In addition to each compensation to each employed employee will receive a supplementary allowance for clothing for himself and each of his dependents. The clothing allowance will attach to compensation and for clothing for himself and each of his dependents.

The clothing allowance will be computed from September 1.

Special uniforms to be issued when available will be provided free of charge to cooks, mess personnel, doctors, nurses and police and fire department personnel. Those uniforms are in addition to the clothing allowance.

Buddhist Group Holds Meeting

The Buddhist Sunday School teachers of Buto Camp held their initial meeting Monday evening at 8 o'clock in Mess #3.

Representatives were called formally affiliated with various California organizations. The topic of discussion was the formation of Sunday Schools and launching general assemblies for both the young people and adolescents.

Five Nisei Save Life

Private Calvin Christiansen, United States Army is today a hero and healthy man. Last Sunday, however, was a different story, and Private Christiansen can thank five niseis for their timely aid in rescuing him from an angel's call.

During patrol duty Sunday afternoon Christiansen saw a sudden loss of control and zoomed into a canal running parallel with the road. As a result the car overturned, pinning the driver under mud and water.

Seeing the plight of the driver, Frank Oka, Hiro Nishikawa, George Otsuji, Ky Hamashiki, and Tosu Katayama who were working in the neighboring field, rushed to the rescue, and with the aid of an Indian mule skinner, managed to drag the victim from under the car.

The soldier was given emergency treatments and taken to Sekoton.

Captain Van Pelt of the 35th Military Police Escort Guard Company in a statement to the press publicly thanked the niseis for their timely rescue.

Citizens May Quit Center

(con't from page 3)

According to Mrs. Smith, T. W. Holland, National Director of Employment, is trying to build up a list of job opportunities for the niseis throughout the country. Mrs. Smith also announced that in the future job applications for outside employment would be handled through the office of Joho A. Henderson, Rec. Hall #42.
3000 Witness Church Opening

Three thousand evacuees witnessed the dedication ceremony of the River’s Buddhist Church last Sunday evening. Unmindful of the wind and dust, the congregation observed the religious ceremony, and the outdoor entertainment program.

Project Director E. R. Smith, speaking before the mass, expressed his congratulations to the Buddhist element in this initial public dedication. Other guest speakers included Lewis J. Korn and H. H. Hisuichi.

Rev. Rev. Kimura officiated as chairman of the religious service.

DEATH TAKES PARLIER WOMAN

After a brief illness, Mrs. Shinuko Koeda, native of Hiroshima and twenty one year resident of Parlier, passed away Sunday morning in the Rivers Infirmary.

She is survived by her husband, Yoshitsugo; five sons, Yukio, Takeo, Yoshio, Tom, and Ben; and two daughters, Kikuye and Yoshiko.

Obsequies for Mrs. Koeda were held Monday evening and the funeral services were conducted yesterday at the Buddhist Church.

CARD OF THANKS

We do not know how to express our sincere thanks to our many friends for the kindness and sympathy extended to us. Also our deepest appreciation for your attendance of the wake and funeral services.

Mrs. Yoshitsuko Koeda and Family

REGISTRATION CONTINUES FOR ADULT EDUCATION COURSES

Registration of all Canal Campers interested in courses in adult education will continue for one week commencing from tomorrow morning the temporary school offices at 13-3-1. The hours will be from 9 to 11:30 in the morning and from 1:30 to 4:30 in the afternoon.

JULY PAYCHECKS READY SOON

Earl D. Waterson, payroll master for the Gila War Relocation Center, stated that the initial camp payroll covering the month of July and August will be issued around October 1.

Booths will be set up at a designated area and evacuees will be notified through the "News Courier" and mess bulletin as to the time of opening. Waterson reported that he had in possession several unclaimed checks earned by individuals in reception centers. Those will be turned over to the proper office, and will be mailed to the last known address of the person.

Buddhist Club Elect Officers

Election of cabinet officers and the ratification of the club constitution took place last Sunday afternoon in the second mass meeting of the Gila Young Buddhist Association.

Following is the result of the election:

Board of Directors

Shig Horiuchi
George Otsuki
Norm Taefimoto
Mrs. Seto Iwahashi
Mike Izatubu

Dept. of Records
Dorothy Horiiuchi
Dept. of Finance
Clarks Saito
Sunday School Supt.
John Fujiki
Dept. of Research
Hurry Aoyagi
Dept. of Social Welfare
George Okuda
Dept. of Forensics
Sumiko Nishikawa
Dept. of Pub. Relations
Ben Suehika
Dept. of Music
Mrs. Yumiko Hojo

SCHOOL REGISTRATION SET FOR TOMORROW

Registration for the grammar school, first to eighth grade, will take place tomorrow and Friday during the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Mass Hall 13.

BENEFIT DANCE

A Benefit Dance for the Red Cross will be held in Mass Hall this Saturday.

EMPLOYMENT POLICY

At each WRA center, a Merit Rating Board of seven members, appointed by the Community Council, will develop a plan under which a worker will be specially recognized for good conduct and satisfactory performance of his work. Workers so recognized will become members of the Order of Merit and will be given preferential consideration in connection with leaves for private employment or in assignment to preferred types of employment within the Center as well as for promotion to supervisory positions.

NOTICE

Paid instructor for the Peanuts handcraft work, an experienced Girl Scout leader and a leader for the Girls Club work is being sought by the CAS office.

All interested who believe that they can qualify are requested to inquire at the office, Recreation Hall #13.
ASSISTANT SUPERVISOR CHOSEN
HARRY OTA TO ASSIST M.J. GABA
IN BUILDING BUTTE RECREATION

Good news to the ears of every Butte Camp citizen interested in recreation is the appointment of Harry Mata to Assistant Supervisor of Community Activities under Norton Gaba, CBA, while holding the Director of Men's Athletics at Montana State University, responsible for the outstanding sports program at that Center.

In regard to this community recreation program, Assistant Supervisor Gaba is stated, "By next week the Community Activities Section will try to provide entertainment, sports, and other wholesome recreation for every Butte citizen. Because of inadequate facilities, this department has been unable to face tough going at first, but with a little cooperation and patience from everyone, we'll be witnessing in the near future a smooth and super recreation program."

At a meeting held last Sunday morning, Dick Miyamoto will tutor boxing while Shiro Miyamoto will tutor judo.

RULES CHANGED
FOR ICE BREAKERS

Many rules and regulations of the Ice-Breaker League were changed at a meeting held last Sunday afternoon at the CBA Recreation Hall. All games will now be played on Sunday and all managers are asked to see the new schedule at the CBA office.

The Ice-Breaker League will be played in the morning commencing at 8 a.m. and three games will be slated for the afternoon. All evening games must start at 6:45 p.m. and teams failing to appear will be subject to forfeit.

Players not officially listed on team rosters cannot compete and if such players are found to have taken part in any games, the team will be credited with a loss.

PEANUT LEAGUE

The annual "Peanut-Softball League" under the supervision of George Ichimoto and assisted by Jimmy Kayama, officially opened their League last Monday morning with the Golden Bears being damped by the Arizona Packers 4-3. In the 14-16 age group, the Turlock AC shut-out the Popposees to a score of 5-0. The Peanut League is divided into a 10-15 and 14-16 age group and has a Work Shop of their own.
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STARETTES DEFEAT
PICK-UPS 11 to 8

Last Friday, the Kingsburg Starlettes added another point to their victory column by nipping out the Pick-Ups 11-8 in the Senior Circuit. In the Junior game played Saturday, the Starlettes experienced a 16-4 defeat when they met the Small Town Scrubs Monday evening. The Starlettes bowed to the Pigtails in a close 6-4 contest.

The deadline for the girls' Junior and Senior Volleyball League sign-up will be 5 p.m. today and the girls are expected to start topping the light ball over the net this Monday. Thus far, the Wampas Babes, Bouncing Babes, Canteenettes, Jinxes, and two unnamed teams have submitted their team rosters.

Butte Warden Win

In the second tilt between the two camps, the Butte Wardens edged a 5 to 3 victory from the Canal Wardens, last Sunday at Canal Camp. B. Iwahashi, T. Ohana, and S. Tsujita formed the battery for the winners and S. Tsuboi and Yoshikawa for the losers.
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FIRE BUREAU INAUGURATED

In order to further serve the community in the matters of fire protection, the Fire Prevention Bureau was organized last week as a branch to the community fire department.

With Charles S. Mayeda as acting chief, the bureau will be composed of a number of fire inspectors trained to locate, minimize, and combat all hazards that may appear. They are making inspection tours every day throughout the Center.

INSTRUCTION UNNEEARY

At present the bureau is inspecting electrical wiring in each apartment and building.

The matter of rubbish piles and scrap lumber accumulations at improper places will be given attention by the inspectors.

It is requested that residents remember possible disposal of all excess lumber and waste material away from the buildings. The residents cooperation in following the suggestions of those inspectors will be of benefit to all, said Mayeda.

BLOCK REMOVAL

At a vote by block managers who first solicited the opinions of their respective block residents to determine how they should vote on the issue, the result indicated that all blocks but one wished the residents to remain, the majority of the colonists preferring to have their children walk further to school than to force the removal of 61 and 63 residents.

FIVE NISEI SAVE LIFE

Private Calvin Christiaenen, United States Army is today a pale and healthy man. Last Sunday, however, was a different story, and Private Christiansen can thank five nisei for their timely aid in rescuing him from the angel’s call.

During patrol duty Sunday afternoon Christiansen’s car suddenly lost control and veered into a canal running parallel with the road. As a result the car overturned, pining the driver under sand and water.

Scooping the plight of the driver, Frank Okada, Hiro Kishikawa, George Otsuji, Ny Harnack, and Toyo Hatayama who were working in the neighboring field, proceeded to the rescue, and with the aid of an Indian mail skimmer, managed to drag the victim from under the car.

The soldier was given emergency treatments and taken to Sanata.

Captain Van Polt of the 319th Military Police Escort Guard Company in a statement to the press publicly thanked the nisei for their timely rescue.

Citizens May Quit Center

According to Mrs. Smith, T. T. Rollard, National Director of Employment, is trying to build up a list of job opportunities for the future. Job opportunities for outside employment would be handled through the office of John C. Kendall, Rev. Hall #42.

Buddhist Group Holds Meeting

The Buddhist Sunday School teachers of Bette Camp held their initial meeting Monday evening at 8 o’clock in Mess 56.

Representatives were all formally added to council with various California Chapters. The topic of discussion was the formation of Sunday Schools and inaugurate central assemblies for both the young people and adults.
Three thousand evacuees witnessed the dedication ceremonies of the Riverside Buddhist Church last Sunday evening. Unmindful of the wind and dust, the congregation observed the religious service, and the outdoor entertainment program.

Project Director E. R. Smith, speaking before the mass, expressed his congratulations to the Buddhist element in this initial public dedication. Other guest speakers included Lewis J. Korn and H. H. Higuchi.

Reverend Kimura officiated as chairman of the religious service.

DEATH TAKES PARLIAR WOMAN
Mrs. Shizuko Koda, native of Hiroshima and twenty one year resident of Parlier, passed away Sunday morning in the Riverside Infirmary.

She is survived by her husband, Yoshitsugo, five sons, Yukio, Takeo, Yoshio, Tom, and Ben; and two daughters, Kiyuye and Yoshiko.

Otsuya, for Mrs. Koda, were held Monday morning and the funeral services were conducted yesterday at the Buddhist Church.

CARD OF THANKS
We do not know how to express our sincere thanks to our many friends for the kindness and sympathy extended to us. Also our deepest appreciation for your attendance of the wake and funeral services.

Mr. Yoshitosku Koda and Family

REGISTERATION CONTINUES FOR ADULT EDUCATION COURSES
Registration of all Canal Campers interested in courses in adult education will continue for one week commencing from tomorrow morning in the temporary school office situated in 23-3-A. The hours will be from 9 to 11:30 in the morning; and from 1:30 to 4:30 in the afternoon.

JULY PAYCHECKS READY SOON
Earl D. Watterson, payroll master for the Gila War Relocation Center, stated that the initial camp payroll covering the month of July and August will be issued around October 1.

The proposed classes will be conducted in order that people above high school age can have access to educational facilities. A competent teaching staff has been secured for courses in the following subjects: English, conversational, mathematics, (advanced and engine rings) costume designing, science (agricultural and advanced biology,) and art. Additional qualified teachers are being sought in order to supplement the above courses. It is expected to have classes in the mornings, afternoons, and evenings.

Acting as temporary chairman of the teaching staff is Tanami Otsuka, who holds a master's degree from the University of Tokyo.

EMPLOYMENT POLICY
(continued from page 5)
At each WRA center, a Merit Rating Board of seven members, appointed by the Community Council, will develop a plan under which a worker will be specially recognized for good conduct and satisfactory performance of his work. Workers so recognized will become members of the Order of Merit and will be given preferential consideration in connection with leaves for private employment or in assignment to preferred types of employment within the Center as well as for promotion to supervisory positions.

NOTICE
Paid instructor for the Peanuts handcraft work, a scoutmaster, and leader for the Girls' Club George Chikada has been cured of his ailment. Interested in the girls' handcraft work is being sought by the CAS office.

All interested who believe that they can qualify are requested to inquire at the office, Recreation Hall #13.
ASSISTANT SUPERVISOR CHOSEN
HARRY OTO TO ASSIST M. J. GABA
IN BUILDING BUTTE RECREATION

Good news to the ears of every Butte Camp citizen interested in recreation is the appointment of Harry Ota as Assistant Supervisor of Community Activities under Morton Gaba, Ota, while holding the Director of Recreation Athletics at Butte, was responsible for the outstanding sports program at that Center.

In regard to this camp's recreation program, Assistant Supervisor Ota stated, "By next week the Community Activities Section will try to provide entertainment, sports, and other wholesome recreation for every Butte citizen. Because of inadequate facilities, we're going to face tough going at first, but with a little cooperation from everyone, we'll be witnessing in the near future a smooth and super recreation program."

With the leveling of lots 56 and 71 last week, baseball players and fans can expect a good diamond and backstop by next week. Also planned for the same location are two basketball courts. At present the volleyball nets are there placed on those grounds.

Cass Recreation Hall No. 8 is now the Butte gym and will be put into service by boxing and judo enthusiasts. Dick Miyagawa will instruct boxing while Saburo Miyamoto will tutor judo.

UPSETS IN CANAL LEAGUE:
Upsets were staged in the recent games of both American and National Leagues. In the former league, the Gila Cyclones were handed a 4-0 shut-out from the Rough Riders. On Monday, the heavily favored L. H. Bollards were dumped by the Eklister Bays by a score of 11 to 1. The same evening saw the Kingsburg Vikings down the Rowdies, 11 to 6.

In the National League, the untied and undefeated Solons received a 5-5 score from the American Rattlers on Monday. Defeat was handed for the first time against the Ochi Brothers from the Wildcats, 14-4 on Monday.

SPORTS SIGHTINGS
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RULES CHANGED
FOR ICE BREAKERS

Many rules and regulations of the Ice-Breaker League were changed in a meeting held last Sunday with Goro Masuda, Cass Recreation worker in charge, also officially passed was the entering of the Dust Stormers in place of Block 16.

Four innings will be an official game instead of the original five innings and power rests in the hands of the umpires whether the game continues beyond that inning. League games will now be played on Sunday and all managers are asked to see the new schedule at the Cass office.

Utilizing three diamonds a 1 x 2 games will be played in the morning commencing at 8 a.m. and three games will be slated for the evenings. All evening games must start at 5:45 p.m. and teams failing to appear will subject to forfeit.

Players not officially listed on team rosters cannot compete and if such players are found to have taken part in any games, the team will be credited with a loss.

PEANUT LEAGUE

The "Peanut Softball League" under the supervision of George Ichimoto and assisted by Jimmy Kayasawa, officially opened their League last Monday evening with the Golden Bears being dumped by the Arizona Rattlers, 6-6. In the 14-16 age group, the Turlock, 6-0 shut-out the Pardinas for a score of 6-0. The Peanut League is divided into a 10-13 and 14-16 age group and has a Work Shop of their own.

STARLETTES DEFEATS

PICK-UPS 11 TO 8

Last Friday, the Kingsburg Starlettes added another point to their victory column by nosing out the Pick-Ups, 11-8, in the Senior circuit. In the Junior game played Saturday, the Madamsvilleies experienced a 16-6 defeat with their girls taking down the Small Town Scrubs, Monday evening, the Iceteers nipped the Piggins in a close 6-4 contest.

The deadline for the girls' Senior and Junior Volleyball League sign-up will be 5 p.m. today and the girls are expected to start tapping the light ball over the nets this Monday. Thus far, the Wampus Babes, Bouncing Babes, Castaneetees, Jinxes, and two unnamed teams have submitted their team rosters.

BUTTE WARDENS WIN

In the second tilt between the two teams, the Butte Wardens edged a 5 to 3 victory from the Canal Wardens, last Sunday at Canal Camp. B. M. Halbrooks, T. Okada, and S. Tsuboi formed the battery for the winners and S. Tsuboi and F. Yonezaki for the losers.
Girls Volley Ball Entries Increase

The entering of the Arizona Scorpions brought the total of girls’ teams entered for volleyball competition to five squads. Ruby Krata will direct girls’ sports and any team desiring to enter can sign up at C.A.S. office 55.

The Scorpion roster is as follows: Miduki Hisamoto, Yosh Hisamoto, Sadami Tsuaguma, Fujit Shingu, Margie Oki, Shig Hosta, Tako Tukishita, Kun, Tanaka, Fujit Shingu, and Rosake Shite.

Exercise Classes Still Held Daily

The morning exercises class is held daily in 61 Recreation Hall under the supervision of Saburo Moroka is somewhat a failure.

Mr. Moroka believes the reason for it is that 6:00 a.m. is too early for it outside of the dark at that hour these days. However, the response should be greater in the spring.

At the present there are six or seven persons attending regularly and the most that ever attend is 12 or 15 persons.

SPORT FEATURE

BUTTE’S STAR PARADE

GEORGE SATO—South Pasadena’s trackster—the three year decathlon champ.—C.I.F. broad jump champ in ’39 with a jump of 21 feet—capable of running 50 yards in 6.7—winner of school’s highest award—“Feldon Fair-play Award”—entered Westwood Campus in ’41 and won track letter—also a casabashian.

TEIJI INOU—Pasadena’s answer to the call of basketball, baseball, and track as a prepster—played first baseball for Pasadena Jaycees horse riders along with Jackie Robinson—J.A.U. All-Star—batting a .800 clip—member of Crown City coke and horse riders teams—and played for L.A. Marino and V.I.L.E. Sportsmen—Southern California J.A.U. softball champs.

HARRY OTA—Gardena’s three year basketball letterman at Gardena High—All Marine guard—only Japanese to be chosen captain—received athletic scholarship award to Compton Junior College—one time winner of the Helms Athlete of the Month Award—captained and played for Gardena V.I.L.E. baseball team which won S.C. baseball championship three years running—headed the super-successful men’s athletic program at Tulare.

NAOTAKI TAKASUGI—Oxnard Ind.—four year tennis letterman at Oxnard High—captain and seeded No. 1 player for three years—Ventura County boys’ champion—won letters at University of California at Los Angeles as a frosh and at Vincennes J.A.U.—softball pitcher who was selected All-Star pitcher in the fast Tulare A.C. softball League.

Fujimoto Leads Hickory Swingers

Betting averages compiled last week in both American and National Leagues on the Canal Camp, found Fujimoto clipping a .714 average. Kumahara with a .667 mark followed Fujimoto and led the National League batting race.

AMERICAN

Team AB H PCT.     Fujiimoto, R. BB 74    .714
                      Teramura, T. BB 73    .656
                      Yoneda, M. BB 73    .692
                      Nakamura, T. BB 74    .571
                      Yamamoto, S. BB 73    .500
                      Yamashita, Y. BB 73    .500
                      Egusa, M. BB 74    .500
                      Ogura, S. BB 73    .500
                      Yamada, E. BB 73    .500

NATIONAL

Kumahara, G. BB 64    .667
Hamaguchi, J. BB 64    .667
Ogata, F. BB 53    .600
Yamada, N. BB 74    .571
Hirakawa, F. BB 74    .556
Chihana, A. BB 103    .500
Kurata, Mas BB 103    .500
Fujimoto, R. BB 63    .500

BUTTE BULLDOGS

AB H R BB
M. Oki 61    71 40
T. Watame 61    17 10
T. Watame 61    17 10
R. Oki 61    34
Y. Hayashi 61    34
S. Goto 61    20
T. Takimoto 61    13
S. Yamaguchi 61    40
T. Ichinose 103    21
Y. Furukawa 61    10

CANAL BULLDOGS

AB H R BB
D. Kishida 61    51
T. Chiba 61    30
D. Kishida 61    30
H. Okai 61    30
T. Uda 61    20
F. Ueda 61    302
F. Agawa 61    302
T. Tsuchiya 61    302
J. Suzuki 61    302
M. Oki 61    302
O. Okura 61    10
C. Uyemura 61    10
Score by innings:

R H
Bulldogs 11 100 15 12

Bulldogs 61 000 000 2-2 5

CANAL PITCHING

King W G
Nakatsuka, T. SP 18 11 3
Uchiyama, S. Soc 18 13 3
Komoto, Mas BB 13 11 3
Ishimine, H. Sol 11 14 3
Saito, Mita AG 9 16 4
Kosai, Tosh BB 6 3 5
Hirata, M. AF 5
Yoshimura, M. GO 8 14 3

SO-Strikeouts: W-Talks.
BLOCK REMOVAL SCHEDULE GIVEN

Blocks 41 and 46 will be available for schools, the administration reaffirmed.

A petition submitted by Block 73 requesting 41 be reserved for the residents of 73 was rejected for various reasons. Blocks 39 and 40 as originally scheduled will be reserved for the residents of Blocks 73 and 74.

(continued on page 8)

WOMEN URGED TO WORK

A round-up of information for evacuees revealed the following developments:

1. The first group of 200 pickers, about 100 from each camp, will be moving toward the cotton fields about 6 a.m. on Monday morning. They will be picked up at mess halls in Diesel trucks, equipped with seats, and transported to the Thornburn and Smith properties, about 50 miles south of the Gila Project. They will be returned to the project each evening before 8 o'clock. There will be no transportation. How they will be picked up at their homes is not certain. People are being asked to take up at 8:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. to work at the cotton fields. They have been asked to take up at 6 a.m. and work until 12:30 p.m., then be returned to their homes for the rest of the day.

2. Arrangements are being completed to serve an early breakfast at 5:15 a.m. to evacuees working in the cotton fields and also a late dinner at 6:30 p.m. To start with, one mess hall will be open for these special meals at each camp. Later, as more workers take up such employment, other mess halls will be opened.

3. A lunch will be prepared by Community Enterprises and available at noon or later. Workers will be paid $4 per day for their work, and will be required to work for 40 hours per week. There will be no meal plans, and workers will be required to bring their own food and supplies.

4. No charge will be made for the subsistence of dependents who volunteer for cotton picking. Each worker, however, will be charged 15 cents for breakfast and 15 cents for lunch, which is the government's present food cost.
SIGHTS FOR SORE EYES

It is generally agreed that most of the building sites are successes at this stage of the city's growth. Stenciling and mimoscopes, depict to News Courier readers, that there have been some changes made. Save these series of pictures, pasted in your kodak album, they serve as means of evidence of the days when you loaned your camera to the government to help the fight for freedom. Our "Unfinished Street Scenes" in last Saturday's issue might have looked like an obstacle course for Commandos, but a month will tell a different story.

Those little "black houses down in back", "back houses down in black", for they are just that, are restricted for the use of Caucasian workers on the project. However, we are most surprised that some of our habitual agitators who yelled "discrimination" when the bees are under-done, or the lights or water are turned off, for a little while, didn't mean about that. Our w. o.'s are modern. Looking back to the title of this article, we hasten to remark that the assorted habiliments of the populace are sights for sore eyes, last we be accused of being pun-ny, when we are really very serious.

HI-LO FLYERS

When we first came here, the heat was terrific, it was duster than 1 t. is now. We used to follow the shade, moving a c't or around the house, we would lay on the c't, supping what you thought at the time might be our dying breaths. We remember watching one day, way up in the blue sky, a big black bird of some sort. Truthfully, we don't remember if the sky was blue, it was that hot, but we do remember asking a perspiring, near expiring friend what kind of a bird it was. We remember his reply was like a dash of cold water, for he said, "It's one of those damn buzzards waiting for us to die."

Well, the succeeding weeks have been cooler, we have recovered enough to do a little work now and then, even to ask for second helpings at meals, and we haven't seen a buzzard for weeks.

One thing still disturbs us. Those Army planes that zoom down close to the roof-tops very so often. We have read that there are Chinese pilots training at a field some thirty miles from here.

We know the guns aren't loaded and if the younger pilots feel a little more realistic if they can play at strafing a city whose upturned faces reflect the color of theirs, it's all right with us, as long as the buzzards and the planes don't come over together.

The thing that bothers us though is that there might be some babies asleep, or some sick persons, that the unnecessary roar of the planes might awaken or annoy. If the younger pilots want to be soldier, they should dive over the ag. fields, the irrigation workers could stand a little diversion.

"Procrastination is the thief of time."
From this scene of construction sheds, pipes, lumber, and general disorder, will arise the formation of our Gila Relocation Center High School. Located around the northern half of the Butte, it will be the permanent site for all high school activities.
SCHEDULE TOLD FOR CHRISTIANS

Sunday School classes for the Christians will be held in Mess Halls 51 and 59 at 8:30 a.m. Children between the ages of 2 and 14 years are invited to go to the nearer of the two kitchens. Sunday School Seniors, 15 to 17 years of age will go to 59. Young people and young married couples are invited to Recreation Hall 39, reserved for Christian services.

All Sunday School classes will begin at 8:30 a.m.

The Japanese language worship service will be held in Mess 50 at 8:30 a.m. The English service will follow immediately, at 9:30 in the same room. The public is cordially invited to attend any or all of these services.

Guest Speaker

Guest speaker for tomorrow morning's Christian Young People's service will be Doctor Clarence Gillett from Santa Maria, California.

He will address the group at 9:30 a.m. A fluent speaker, Dr. Gillett was a frequent visitor of the Tulare Center.

SCOUT LEADERS HOLD MEETING

Butte Camp Boy Scout Leaders, consisting of Junior, and senior staff and scout masters, met at Recreation Hall #39 recently. Mr. Morton J. Gaba, CAS Director, was guest speaker for the evening.

Plans were compiled to recruit 500 boys into the Butte Boy Scout Organization. Senior leaders and scout masters from the Guadalupe and Pase dena Troops were appointed to head the recruiting.

PREPAID FRUIT BOXES - FRESHEST

Fruit and other perishable goods shipped by express into Gila should be prepaid, it was stated by the Buddhist Division. Goods sent are delayed at least one full day, and since there are no cold storage facilities at Casa Grande, the advantages of the prepaid method are obvious.

Arrival of package and the stated amounts of money should be taken or sent to Nagsamatsu at Warehouse 18-1, Canal Camp.

Run On G.I. Duds

Former Tulare residents who have failed to claim their government's issue clothing are requested to do so at their earliest convenience.

Under the supervision of Taki Akakura a 18 volunteer workers, distribution is conducted at Recreation Hall 75 between 9 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.

DRUM AND BUGLE CORP ORGANIZED

At present, the only activity of the Butte Boy Scouts is the Drum and Bugle Corp. organized in Tulare. Practicing two hours each day, and led by Hiroshi Takasegawa, the Corps, composed mostly of Guadalupe boys, are expected to demonstrate their ability to the Canal Camp in the near future. Pasadena has also contributed a group to the organization.

AMEMIYA CLASSES DRAWING CROWDS

Modern dancing and ballet classes are now in session at Recreation Hall 60 under the tutelage of Yuriko Amemiya, well known dancing instructor.

Those interested in joining the day or evening class should see Miss Amemiya or Charlie Yasui.

Another registration will be held Monday from 8:30 a.m. till 12 noon.

Block Locations

- CANAL CAMP - BLOCKS K-27
- BUTTE CAMP - BLOCKS K-28-75
MERRY GO ROUND

And a good, good, afternoon to you, fellow Arizonians. The community hash house has for its menu of the day a bit of this and that liberally sprinkled with Madame de Casse, served not off the “voice of the people.”

LATEST requisition from the CAS office—a gadget that eats sawdust and burns out 2x4 lumber. Reason is the incompletely outdoor stage where Dame Priority stamped a definite “no” may to Construction Manager Frank Onishi’s plea for a sawed tree.

SLIPS A LA ADRIANA are the mode of the day for camp classes. It seems that this little gadget, so indispensable to women, can be made in one’s own cabin. Arizona’s tempest swept the frilly little garment to the fore. Result: “My, what a lovely slip!” instead of “a lovely dress.”

FAR THINKING MALES are urging the staging of a beauty pageant before heat and wind changes California belles into Arizona blacks. What say, Centenarians?

DID YOU KNOW that Dora Jack Sleeth, chief medical officer, is a three year old-American soccer player? That project Director E. R. Smith is the busiest man yet the most patient man in camp? That petite interviewee, Frank a to and never Colegate smile is partly responsible for the waiting line at the Employment office? That a Canal Camp shoe shop will open in next few days? That writing a column is work and not play? Well, you know now. "Note." VITAL STATISTICS

SEPT EMBER 15

SEXTH: To Mrs. and Mrs. Sakata, a girl, Yoshiko Gila.

BIRTH: Saji Wada, 15.

Typewriter to sell?

The government will purchase standard typewriters at blue book price. Any interested party, contact Ida Otomo, 26-7-9, of Canal Camp.

FINE ARTS AT CANAL CAMP PROGRESSING

In spite of insufficient material and lack of instructors, the Fine Arts group, under the supervision of CAS and Morton J. Banne, is showing progress in their Music Hour at the Canal Camp, planned to be presented once every two weeks.

Future programs will be conducted voluntarily by Colony residents, the selections to be chosen wholly through the suggestions, criticism, and requests on behalf of all music enthusiasts. A selected soloist will play from time to time.

A trial art class has been started under the guidance of S. Inaba, meeting every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, from 8 a.m. to 12 a.m. and from 1 to 5 p.m.

CAMP BOUNDARIES ESTABLISHED

The posting of the boundaries of the Gila River Relocation Area, which is approximately 15,000 acres in extent, is now being accomplished. At 500 foot intervals on the boundary, there are being set posts that support signboards on which important restrictive notices in English and Japanese appear. The notices face the interior of the Relocation Area. Also, four foot stakes with red flags will be inserted between the signs on the boundary to assist residents in recognizing such boundary.

No evaucuee resident of either Camp 1 or Camp 2 is permitted to cross the posted boundary of the Relocation Area during the day or night without a pass signed by the Project Director issued pursuant to the authority of the Commanding General and the Director of the W. R. A.

See opposite page for full particulars.

Christians To Hear McKnight

Rev. Wm. Q. McKnight of Central California will address the Young People’s congregation tomorrow morning at ten o’clock in the weekly Christian Sunday service. The Christian Church, Recreation Hall 7 will be the locale for the gathering.

Prior to the Young People’s gathering, Reverend Banne will conduct the Japanese service at 9:00 o’clock. Guest speaker will be Reverend Tsuda of Butte Camp.

The Sunday School gathering will take place in the Women’s Club Room, Recreation Hall 24 from 9:00 a.m. Marjorie Sumida will be the chairman.

BUSSEIS PLAN BON FESTIVAL

Under the sponsorship of the Gila YBA, plans are now underway for a bon festival in Canal Camp for the staging of a mass bon odori, tentatively scheduled for Sunday evening, September 27. An estimated five hundred “odori-kos” are expected to participate in this affair which will be held outdoors in front of the Buddhist Church.

Master of ceremonies for this Buddhist pageant will be Shig Horie, acting chairman of the Bussel Board of Directors.

Sunday service will be observed in the Buddhist Church, Recreation Hall 17, starting from 9:00 a.m. The speaker will be Reverend Hata.

Sunday School will commence from 9 a.m. with Lillian Shimizu officiating as chairman.

Benefit Social Slated Tonight

Sak Yamasaki and his Starlite Serenaders will provide the music for the Red Cross benefit social to be held tonight, 8:30 p.m. at the Rec Hall 16 will be the locale and an admission price of ten cents for either couples or stag will prevail.

Proceeds will go towards the organization of a Red Cross chapter in Canal Camp.
SMITH'S DEDICATION ADDRESS STRESSES FAIR PLAY TO ALL

Editor's Note:
The following is the text of Project Director E.R. Smith's address to the Canal Camp Buddhists last Sunday, September 13:

"It is proper and fitting, and moreover significant, that the first public building to be dedicated in this community should be a church.

"Throughout the ages and in all lands a religion has been the single force which has given comfort and strength to most people. Many of the people who settled this country endured great hardships and faced great dangers in order to insure that their children and themselves could worship as they saw fit. In these present days our government is equally concerned in the preservation of important values throughout the world, among which freedom of religion is one.

"In testimony of this effort on the part of American Buddhists, it is interesting to examine the situation which exists in the community. Consider a religious group which in this country occupies a minority position, but which in this community occupies a majority position. May I suggest that to this existing superiority in number there attaches a corresponding responsibility—a responsibility to insore that all denominations, no matter how small in numbers, are given an opportunity and equal chance to worship as they see fit. This thought should be kept continuously in mind by all of those who influence church policies.

"With the successful dedication of this church there are in proof the chances of this community for making more rich and full the lives of its residents."

CANAL CANTEEN COUNCIL

On September 9, a council comprising of at least one business man from each block was appointed by Sholloy, Director of Community Enterprises, by request of Sholloy, the above committee met on the same day to nominate an advisory board to assist Sholloy in certain decisions concerning business management of the Community Enterprises. Election of the advisory board was held on September 11 and the following were elected on the temporary advisory board: George Sakai, Kay Nobusada, George Kawahara, I. Inamura, and F. E. Kondo.

However, in order that the council be selected in a truly democratic way, the council unanimously requested that it serve only until the Block Council elect one experienced businessman to represent them on the Community Enterprises Council and a new advisory council be elected by the newly elected council.

CAS DIRECTOR VISITS TUCSON

CAS benefited by Supervisor Morton Gaba's trip to Tucson on Wednesday. The CAS head says that he met University of Arizona faculty members and Y.W.C.A. Officers who have promised to donate equipment and time for colony activities. Noteworthy contributions are books and magazines to the colony library by the University of Arizona, a 1 and lamps; tables and books for club rooms by the Tucson branch of the Y. W. C. A., and a painting by Dr. Bury, Director of the Arizona State Museum will present series of talks on 'Indian Life in the South West.' He will also direct and advise the building of a museum for Ola River, says Gaba.

SHORTER HOURS FOR IRRIGATION

Project Director E.R. Smith requested that all irrigation from the domestic water supply be continued to two one-hour periods; between ten and eleven o'clock in the morning and 4:30 and 5:30 in the afternoon. This is necessitated by the limited domestic water supply. A separate source of irrigation water will be developed as soon as the necessary equipment can be purchased and installed, Smith stated.

SIGN-UP FOR ADULT SCHOOL CONTESTS

The registration of the Adult Secondary School which began last Thursday will be continued until this Wednesday, including Sunday, 10-5-A at Canal.

HOURS for registration are as follows: 8:00 to 11:30 a.m.; 1 to 4 p.m.; and 7:30 to 9 p.m. Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday.

PHYSICAL EXAM FOR MESS HALL WORKERS

All Mess Hall workers are asked to come to the Emergency Hospital at 1:30 p.m. for Physical Examinations according to this schedule:

- Monday, Sept. 21: Mess Halls 54, 55; Tuesday, the 22nd: Mess Halls 54, 59;
- Thursday, the 24th: 56, 57; Friday, Sept. 25: 60, 61; Monday, Sept. 28;
- Tuesday, the 29th: 65, 72; and Thursday, Oct. 1: 73 and 74.

PROPERTY SECTION TRANSFERRED HERE

"For quite some time the Property Section attempted to move to the University. We are now very thankful to be located on the project and appreciate the cooperation afforded us by all divisions. We in turn wish to offer our services and encourage all divisions to P. R. A. in their proper functions. We hope in the near future to have a smooth running section that will be of great assistance to the entire organization." - S. A. Rust
CHIEF STEWARD HARDING
MAKES PUBLIC STATEMENT

"I wish I could tell you, in this first message from our department, that everything has been smooth and the outlook clear. However, that would hardly present a true picture since we have and still are encountering many difficulties.

Due to transportation problems, the onus of delivery and food distribution has been held up for several days. This naturally causes readjustments in menus which are unavoidable. Our schedules must be timed by incoming deliveries and this makes no one unhappy than it makes us.

I urge the staff to represent itself and in the various Mess Halls, certain adjustments have had to be made. In the best interests of all concerned, certain regulations have had to be imposed, for instance, in the matter of eating at assigned Mess Halls. These things we hope to iron out gradually until the whole organization is working smoothly and in perfect harmony. We are here to serve you and keep you healthy and happy and we are doing our utmost to accomplish this.

Our staff has worked very hard from the beginning to maintain an even output of foodstuffs to the

Plea By Block Residents of #73
(continued from page 1)

With the partial nullification of the former arrangement that Blocks #73 and #74 would move to 40 and 41, although the status of 40 will remain unchanged, 89, instead of 41, will be made available. These two blocks are ready for residence; however, a delay in the arrival of mess equipment is temporarily holding up their movement.

After the vacation of 73 and 74 Blocks, most of Block 16 from Canal Camp, composed largely of the members and families of the staff, will be moved to Block 74.
In behalf of the CAS staff, I wish to explain the delay in the recreation program building.

At present we are using scrap lumber. Our main set-backs are nails and tools which are vital materials for the work. As soon as we can get these vital materials, construction will be in full swing and we hope to supply everything needed for the recreation halls and tennis.

Bill Oyama
Construction and Maintenance Dept.

Horse Shoes Vie In Tourney

Wednesday, September 23, is the last day for sign-ups for the Canal Singles and Doubles Horse Shoe Tournament. At present 20 shoe tossers have entered in the singles division with 13 pairs for the doubles.

A meeting of all those planning to participate in the tourney is planned for Sunday, September 27, 1 p.m. at the CAS Office.

SPORT FEATURE

GILA STAR PARADE

- Noboru "Chink" Doi...hails from Central Cal..., brought recognition to Little Parlier Hi through outstanding track achievements...one of the four-man Japanese squad that captured the Fresno County, San Joaquin Valley, and 20-30 Tulare Relays "O" title for two consecutive years...specializes in high jump...boosted his Northern Y Olympic "F" leaping record made in '56 to 6 feet 10 inches last year...capable of broadjumping well over 21 feet...member of Parlier Card track team that dominated Y Olympics and Central Cal Olympics for a number of years...established a new record of 5' 11-1/2" in his specialty at the latter meet in '41.
- Robert Utsumi...Santa Maria...one of the most outstanding Japanese swimmers at Santa Maria Hi...two year varsity letterman...C.I.F. Class C freestyle champ and school record holder...former J.A.Y.C. freestyle champ.
- Nogao Fujita...Oxnard...two year football letterman at Oxnard High...chosen most valuable player in his junior year...injuries denied him of football in his senior year...attended Ventura Jaycee and University of California.
- George Hayakawa...Pasadena...Active squadman in football, basketball, and track...specializing in track...qualified in the 100 and 220 yard dashes of the C.I.F. finals but could not enter due to eviction...able of covering the century in 9.9 seconds and toured the furlough in 22.6 which is really staggering...also played basketball for the Goshawks and Crown City.

THIRTY ASPIRANTS DO WEIGHTLIFTING

Thirty weightlifting enthusiasts, the majority members of the Tulare Bar-bell Club have been continuing their training and body building each night since arriving in Gila Relocation Center.

The equipment which includes barbells and weights are personally selected by the club members. At present the training have been under the tutor-ship of Johnny Ishimoto, Suso Saito, Nob Wazumoto, and Kenji Ota. Anyone interested in daily workouts are welcome to the use the equipment and instructions from the persons mentioned above at the home gym located at 47-9-0.

Volley Ball Holds Spot Light On Butte Recreation

The recreation program of Butte Camp still continued at a snail pace with the lack of building materials and facilities being the factors for the progress. The spotlight at present shines on the nightly practices of the girls' volleyball teams at Block 59 under the direction of Ruby Kirti.

Lot 62 and 71 which went under leveling processes last week, awaits watering by the Butte Camp Fire Department before any recreational activity can be exercised. When and after they are graded, sport enthusiasts will find backstops and softball diamonds on the lots.

Another boost for this community's recreation came in the appointment of Shig Goto, who will direct Boy's Organizations. Goto hail's from Tulare Assembly Center and its recreation department.

Canal Campers Plan Basketball

Lumber up, basketballers. That is the call heard from the Canal Camp CAS Office which has in foresight a cage league after the Ice-Breaker schedule completes its round. The hoop squads will be divided into an A and B league.

Also planned is a Commercial Softball League, eligible only for those players working in departments such as fireman, mesh halls, warehouse, canteen, hospital, will be formed. A list of persons interested is requested to contact Goro Mazda at the CAS Office.

FIRST TALENT SHOW

The first Butte Camp public performance will be a combined community sing and talent show, located for Wednesday, September 23 at the Recreational Area at Block 62.
**Nine encounters scheduled Sunday for icebreakers.**

Nine softball games are scheduled in the Canal Icebreaker League on Sunday.

In the American League, starting at 9 a.m., the following games are scheduled:
- On Diamond 1, Aggies meet Block 7, at 10 a.m.; on Diamond 5, Dust Stormers meet the Bulldogs; and at 6:45 p.m., Firemen vs. Winterbugs and Rotters vs. Cyclones on Diamonds 2 and 5 respectively.

In the National League, the Scions meet the Scorpians and Giants meet Gophers at 10 a.m. on Diamonds 3 and 5; at 10 a.m., Blockheads vs. Wildcats and Cactus vs. Salt Peters are scheduled to clash on Diamonds 3 and 5; Spifires vs. Gila Nines is the 6:45 game on Diamond 3.

The reminder of the released schedule, the Roughriders crossbar with the Firemen on the 21st, and Kingsburg meet Aggies on the 22nd.

**Butte pugilists receive gloves.**

Slow but sure in acquiring equipment, Butte Camp's Boxing Gym will receive the sound punching bag rhythm at present, one heavy bag and gloves include the equipment in the gym located at Recreation Hall 55.

To assist instructor Dick Miyagawa will be Richard Miyashiro, one of the outstanding Nisei professional boxers of Hawaii. The last two years has seen Miyashiro enter the famous rings of Baltimore and Madison Square Garden. Before turning professional, A. A. U. Featherweight Champion of Hawaii was his title.

**Sports Roundup.**

R. Riders 9, J. J. Scrubs 4
G. Gophers 10, Spifires 10
Scorpions 18, A. Giants 11
Scions 17, A. Wildcats 11
Gila Babes 6, B. Cards 9
Froder H.R. 12, S. Babes 12
G. Beers 16, L. A. Midgets 3

**Girls' volleyball commences Tuesday.**

With the girls' volleyball league ready to get underway on Tuesday, Sept. 22 at 7:15 p.m. at 49 Recreation Area, practices are being held daily near Recreation Hall with Ruby Kiriti, Girls' Sport Director, in charge.

A managers' meeting was held with seven teams represented, on Sept. 19, at 10 a.m. in 46 Recreation Hall. Discussions were held on rules and regulations of the volleyball games and teams were chosen to play for the first initial game.

Two new teams, Teensters and the other unnamed have joined the league, raising the total of teams to seven. Teensters consists of Pola Komai, Helen Morita, Yoshiyuki Nakamura, Fumi Aoki, Violet Noseki, Sachiko Higa, Chita Iwamoto, Aiko Yamamoto, Helen Yamamoto, and Louise Nagai; while the other team boasts on its roster: Miyoko Kido, Shizuko Kido, Kay Miyamoto, Yoshihiko Higashiyama, Metsy Haseyama, Toshi Hara, and Kimiko Shimizu, Anna Oishi, and Grace Oishi.

**Cas equipment increases stock.**

The Community Activities Section now boasts of a stock room full of equipment which will be put into use in the near future. The equipment consists of 5 volleyballs and nets, 6 basketballs and hoops, 6 shotguns, 6 baseball, 6 medicine balls, 8 soccer, 6 baseball gloves, 14 tennis balls, 22 ping pong balls and 10 nets, 61 soft balls, 17 softball bats, and 40 ping pong paddles.

Cas director in charge of equipment is Toshia Goto.

**Sport sightings.**

Rumors are fluttering hither and yon to the effect that Bud Mukay will be a sumo instructor for Butte Camp, which is a pretty good idea for he is a sumo artist of high calibre.

While in Los Angeles, Mukay was crowned Southern California champion. He also was the champion of Southern Assembly Center.

This is still unconfirmed news but it is a pretty good choice should it come true. What do you think?

Let's talk of pigskin prognostication for the reminder of this column.

Most sport pages will be carrying their crystal gazer's 'who'll beat who'.

Coming down to brass tacks, what is a football prognostication? Take for instance, the nation's No. 1 prophet, Duke Hugule. He figures 'em out mathematically.

However, are Hugule's prophecies set on a more infallible foundation than those of other prognosticators?

That certainly is a debatable question, but it is not true that every prognosticator's prophecy is in his experience of a team's potentialities.

In other words, your choice is as good as anybody's, providing you know football well and leave a lenient lee-way for upsets. And if yours is as good as any, you tell us who'll beat who.

**Go and Shogi Club convenes at Hall 61.**

Recreation Hall 61 is the daily rendezvous for Butte Camp Go and Shogi artists. At present, approximately 200 have signed to play this oriental pastime.

At present Tsh Goto, CAS temporary Director of Halls has placed Mr. Oishi in charge. Twelve tables include the furniture of the clubroom and when more are made, tournaments will be held.
YOSHITSU HEADS COLONY LABOR BOARD RECRUITING

Plans for increasing the number of volunteers engaged in picking the highly valuable long-staple cotton crop of Pinal and Maricopa Counties were announced this morning following a meeting of R.R. Fryer, acting project director, with several WRA division heads at the administrative and a hall in Block 18.

An important step in the program will be the selection of a Council of evacuation to work under the direction of Masao Yoshitsu, now serving as chief recruiting officer of the Division of Employment and Housing. Also serving on the Council will be an administrative official of the War Relocation Authority. The Council will investigate working conditions at each ranch where workers are desired.

Following the investigation the Council will recommend the number of workers to be recruited for each ranch in view of the available labor supply at the Gila River Project and the demands from other growers.

The Council will also confer with the County War Boards of Pinal and Maricopa Counties on problems of working conditions, the allocation of workers and other factors having some relation to achieving the goal of picking the largest possible amount of long-staple cotton.

Following the morning's meeting Mr. Fryer announced that he has asked the U.S. Department of Agriculture, War Boards of Pinal and Maricopa Counties to meet with him here tomorrow for a thorough review of the cotton picking program. "My entire concern is with meeting the nation's needs in a critical situation," Mr. Fryer said. "We hope to organize our campaign so that evacuees will have dependable information on working conditions. We hope, too, that through cooperation between growers and workers, each person who goes into the cotton fields will increase his earnings by being able to pick more cotton. I am much encouraged by the fact that several workers on Tuesday, the second day, were able to pick very much more cotton than on Monday."

"Improve"-Fryer

A special appeal was made by R.R. Fryer, Acting Project Director, to all residents of the Gila River Project to improve the appearance of their homes by employment of native shrubs and plants which can be used.

Sakamoto Tells Colony’s View

Frank Sakamoto, Central Block Manager, stated certain facts at a special meeting Saturday with the administrative staff regarding labor in the cotton fields.

He pointed out that:
1. those people who have no housing or family worries have volunteered to date; 2. many others will volunteer who can be assured of the security of their family in these respects; and 3. if these worries were eliminated by proper housing arrangements, many more cotton pickers would be assured.

Canal Camper Is Cotton Champ

Reports from volunteers returning from the fields on Tuesday evening disclosed that several pickers had harvested more than 100 pounds each at the Smith-Thornburg ranch. An Issai from the Chihg Camp, who was not identified, received first honors with a total of 119 pounds.

Runner-ups for this title were George Nagase with 116 pounds; Mrs. Okumura with 113 pounds and Mr. Manai with 112.

Joining the volunteers on Monday were Mr. and Mrs. Minosu Tanigura. On Tuesday Mrs. Tanigura placed 70 pounds, her husband 78.

Residents Urged to Beautify City

"We all want Rivers to be a beautiful city—a city reflecting the personal pride of those who have their homes here and who want this community to blend in the natural beauty of its surroundings. We can achieve this almost without cost by simply working together.

"I am asking all administrative heads concerned to give special attention to the policing of grounds and the disposal of waste. As rapidly as the construction program permits, we will have open ditches filled in and other improvements made.

"To all who live here, I want to give special encouragement in the transplanting of native shrubs and plants around your homes and in the creation of small rock gardens. Many of you brought plants and seeds with you which can also be used. Until irrigation water becomes available, it will be necessary, of course, to plan improvement requiring a small amount of water."

"I shall watch this program for the improvement of grounds and the beautification of homes with special interest. Later, I hope we can find some way to give special recognition to whose creations are outstanding."
COTTON FOR WAR

The acute wartime manpower shortage is affording Americans of Japanese ancestry another opportunity to visibly demonstrate their loyalty and devotion to the country and toward the furtherance of the nation's war effort.

Thousands of evacuees are signing up for sugar beet harvesting in the states of the inland west—many to harvest the important crop which they had helped to save last spring.

And this week the War Department and the Army took extraordinary steps to make possible the participation of evacuee Japanese, citizen and alien, in the harvesting of Arizona's long staple cotton crop, a product vital to the maintenance of the military strength of the nation.

Harvesting of the Arizona crop is, in effect a War Department project; since the production of balloons, parachutes, gliders and other similar items depends in a great measure upon the availability of the cotton crop now maturing in the desert air of Maricopa and Pinal. Long staple cotton, according to Secretary of War Stimson, is essential to the production of vital implements of war. "There are very few sources of this vital commodity in the world," the Secretary of War declared, "and the Arizona crop is of great importance to us."

Military necessity alone motivated Gen. DeWitt to authorize the use of Japanese evacuees in the cotton harvesting program, since the major portion of the acreage is located within Military Area No. 1.

The next move is up to the evacuees themselves. Military and other officials have stressed that recruiting will be carried forward at Gila River and at Poston on a strictly voluntary basis. There is no compulsion, other than that compulsion shared by every loyal American to do his part in the winning of the war. We are confident that the evacuees in the Arizona relocation centers will come forward, like the several hundred who volunteered for the work before the release of military authorization, to bridge this manpower gap in the nation's supreme war effort.

—Pacific Citizen

TABLE ETIQUETTE

Remonstrations of abominable table manners used in the dining halls by youngsters and adults during meal hours have been heard here and there each day. Misplaced elbows, seats used as foot-rests, loud talk with a full mouth, covered heads, such are some of the more unpleasant features of the communal meals.

In the past, the demoralizing indications of the camp life? It seems so. It seems that we evacuees are doing less than we can to combat the evil influences of our community existence. To be blunt, signs point towards the let-down of moral strength.

Unfortunately, though it may be, it is true that these let-downs are contagious and extend to other things. Lack of courtesy at the dinner table will extend to other places. Lack of courtesy will tear down the structure of other civilizing influences and so the vicious circle starts.

We have been and have boasted that we are a proud race. So we have been, and are. But this pride cannot last long unless we can maintain the cultural level we have boasted of in the past.

J.N.
**GILA BIDS FOR "SALAD BOWL" TITLE**

Gila grown radishes will grace mess tables next week reports the press relations bureau of the colony Farm Management Division.

The radishes are the first of diversified crops that are planted in various units. John Sugita's Unit 59 which produced the popular red relish, has almost 256 acres planted to the following crops: onion, lettuce, cauliflower, broccoli, carrots, peas, cucumber, spinach, and parsley.

George Nagamatsu has 132 acres planted in record time with the vegetables mentioned report continues the report.

Minoru Otsuka has gone strong on the white cousin to the radish, his planting of the stony daikon being heavy. He is also planting other locally grown crops including Pa-pago peas. From artichokes down the alphabet to zucchini, Gila Farm Management is set to bid for the Salad Bowl title.

**Gila Closed To Alien Visitors**

The Western Defense Command and Fourth Army will not grant any visiting or permanent person of Japanese ancestry desiring to come into a military area, announced Mrs. A.M. Smith, Colony Counselor.

As the Gila Relocation Center lies within Military Area No. 1, colonists are requested to extend this information to their Japanese friends in order to avoid confusion on the part of the applicant.

**OPTOMETRY SERVICES**

Dr. John Koyama will head the Optometry department temporarily quartered in the Emergency Hospital pending the opening of the main infirmary.

Repairs, adjustments, and replacement of broken lenses are the only cases being handled at present. Dr. Koyama's hours are 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

**Butte Scouts In Various Projects**

Meeting every Friday at Recreation Hall 39, the Butte Camp Boy Scouts are rapidly progressing in their various projects, the latest being a Black Hawk Patrol hike to the canal bordering the Butte Camp. Activities for the day included swimming, fishing and scout singing addition to toy-making, a Xmas 20 at the Greenery Council meetings, the scouts have planned a recreation drive for new members. Any group or individual who wish to join are requested to contact Frank Sakahiro, Bob Handa, or any scout at Recreation Hall 39.

Tonight at 9:30, the Senior Staff meeting will be held at Recreation Hall 87.

**CAMP LIBRARY OPENS DOORS**

Officially opened on Monday, September 21, the Butte Camp Library at Recreation Hall 46 is now open to all colony residents under the direction of Sumire Sugita, head librarian. With Lucy Morodomi and Miodori Morooka as assistants, the hours have been set at 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. daily and 2 to 9 p.m. on Sundays. Improvements are expected to be made in the near future with pictures, cestus plants, and other picturesque additions.

**BATES HANDLES COLONY INFORMATION PROBLEMS**

REPORTS OFFICER TO BE APPOINTED SOON

As Chief of the Information Division in the WRA Field Office in San Francisco, Edwin Bates is responsible for the handling of all information problems within this colony.

Each project has a reports officer who is in charge of the WRA Information program which includes general supervision of the project newspaper and contact with newspapers and magazines outside the community which may request information concerning WRA activities and also the preparation of reports of the relocation centers in the eight western states.

These states are: California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, and Arizona. The appointment of a reports officer will soon be made at the Gila Relocation Center.

Mr. Bates, born in Ohio, attended Georgetown University of Washington, having majored in economics and journalism.
MESS FOR CAUCASIANS

Mess 42 will be the locale for a dining hall for all Caucasian office workers and school teachers who will pay 35c for each meal. Opening on Monday, the mess will be similar to all other mess staffs with a cook under one supervisor.

GARAGE DISPOSAL

Due to many complaints, all residents are reminded that garbage disposal is taken care of daily with a regular crew working on this matter.

FIRE FIGHTERS WORK ON Shifts

Consisting of 3 platoons, the 35 members of the Butte Fire Department are working in continual 24-hour shifts with the watch tower on Butte Mountain as the main point of observation.

Americanization Classes Start

Commencing Monday, September 21, Adult English classes are in session nightly except Saturdays and Sundays from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at Box 41-2.

Instructors for these Americanization classes are Sally Nakao, Roland Japanese and Yoichi Tanuma. All students are requested to bring their own pencils.

The talent show will be held in mess hall tomorrow evening at 8 o'clock.

SANTA MARIA DIES

Following a prolonged illness, Sr. Yoshio Sakai, 62, passed away Sunday, September 13, at 11:30 a.m. at the Santa Maria General Hospital in California.

He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Kikumo Sakai; children, Shiro, Fred, Donald, George, and Mary, and a married daughter, Mrs. Kunatsu.

وار funeral services were held Friday, and Saturday respectively at the Buddhist Temple.

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to extend our deepest thanks to our many friends for their kind attendance at the wake and funeral services.

Mrs. Kikuyo Sakai and Family

BUTTET DENTAL OFFICE OPENS

Located in the north of the emergency hospital, the dental department has been ably assisted by officers in catering to their steadily increasing clientele.

The dentists, who render service to both Butte and Canal Camp residents are: Sakai, Minami, Sano, and Funakura. Services are conducted at 9 a.m. and half day Saturdays. These evening sessions are closed on Sundays.

PLOTS SELECTED

Two plots of ground will be selected near each of the two camps for community garden plots. These plots will be allotted to those residents who wish to plant any seeds they may have with them or may obtain. They will be divided into small plots for the purpose.

CAUCASIANS ARRIVE

Eleven Caucasians instructors have arrived to assist in the educational program of this colony. Already conducting a house to house survey in order to check on requirements and material, they are acquainted with the pupils and their parents, they will later reside in section 42 of the Butte Camp.

TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES

V.W. Marshall from the faculty of Arizona State Teachers College located at Tempe, Arizona, will instruct Japanese students who wish to become credit ed teachers so that they will be qualified to teach within the camp.

Textbooks, familiar to all students, will be added to the Gil Center from Tulear which will be used in addition to new texts to be obtained for the coming semester.

REGISTRATION

Date of registration for classes will be announced soon. Due to many inquiries, students and parents will note that a preliminary registration was conducted at the time of induction.

INSURANCE POLICY HANDLED BY MIURA

Residents wishing advice on insurance policies are requested to see the insurance agent, Tomochiro Miura, at 65 recreation hall. He is there between the hours of 8 a.m. to noon and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Miura will also aid in the matter of registering rentable property in your home town. Forms may be obtained at his office.

CHOIR PRACTICE

The Young Buddhist Mixed Choir will hold a practice Friday evening at the Buddhist Church, Rec. Hall 63 from 8 o'clock.
The Red Cross Chapter is in the process of being established in the Colony under the direction of Morton J. Gaba, Supervisor of CAS and Karl Iwamasa, Executive Secretary. The Chapter will be known as the Oilla River Chapter, organized exclusively as a branch of the Japanese race. When the charter is granted, it will perhaps be the first of its kind in the history of the American Red Cross.

It will be following in the broad spirit of the Red Cross. There is no distinction as to race, color, or creed. In this turbulent world of today, the work of the Red Cross is extending to the far corners of the earth. In this Colony will be given an opportunity to play our part in the broad program of the Red Cross organization.

The elders here will be interested to know that this chapter will be able to assist them in sending "sos" messages directly to Japan.

BERTHA STARKEY
GUEST SPEAKER

With the largest attendance to date, the Christian Education service held in Rec. Hall 34 with Miss Shiraoka as chairman.

The Japanese service was held from 9 a.m. led by the Reverend Oda. The Reverend Y. Tada from Butto Camp, who was recently appointed to take charge of the Butto camp Service, was the speaker.

Held immediately after the Japanese service, the Young People's Worship had as speaker, Miss Bertha Starkey, who has been making a tour of Assembly and Religion classes in the Colony. Miss Starkey, resident in Japan for 31 years, Miss Starkey takes a genuine interest in the Japanese people.

The evening Fellowship Service was held at 8 o'clock with Gorji Kawamura and Kyoko Nosuura as co-chairmen.

Sewing Machine Information

All information regarding sewing machines may be secured from Harry Taves at the magazine section of the Canal Canteen. Mountain sewing machine orders are also being taken at this department.

Hutchinson Head
Of Camp Nursery

One hundred thirty-nine are now attending the Camp Camp Nursery held from 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. with three-year-olds attending in the mornings and four-year-olds in the afternoons.

Nourishment is provided the children during recess periods and health habits, cooperation, songs, manners, and etiquette are the main objects of instruction.

Staff under Albert R. Hutchinson, principal, and Marie Teleke, supervisor includes Himiko Fujimoto, Aiko Hata, Sumie Iwamoto, Toshiko Inada, Toyoko Iwamoto, Mari Inouye, Emi Ochig, Anita Takigawa, and Amy Uchimoto.

TULARE RED CROSS
CERTIFICATES HERE

The American National Red Cross Instructors' Certificates have arrived from the Tulare Chapter for former Tulareans. The following persons are asked to come in: Miss Karl Iwamasa, Friday noon from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m., at the CAS office; Himiko Shimizu, John Sakamoto, Sumiyu Ota, Sue Yamagami, Kikuye K. Shimomura, Albert Koyama, Amy Morotani, Ruth Nakaya, Take Tsuboi, and Helen Ohashi.

EDUCATION:

Survey Reveals
1,000 Students

According to the Canal Camp survey taken for the schools, there are more than 1,000 students.

High school will have approximately 512 students while the grammar school registered 588 pupils.

MORE BOYS THAN GIRLS

The boys outnumber the girls in the high school survey which showed 263 boys and 239 girls. Sophomores have topped all other classes in the number of students. The students represent fifty-three different schools of California which they attended prior to evacuation. W.F. Miller, the principal, announced that all who have not signed up should report immediately and all who wish to resume their schooling not completed for some reasons in the past.

TEACHERS ARRIVE

Albert R. Hutchinson, the principal of the grade school announced, "The teachers of the staff are here, they are exceptionally well-trained people and come from fine schools. Not only were they just waiting to come, but they are here to make it a superior school and not just a public school."

Opening date for the schools is not definite, but probably will start in the early part of October. Tentative date was written later, it was announced.

TYPEWRITERS WANTED
FOR HIGH SCHOOL

The high school commercial department of Canal Camp wishes to purchase standard typewriters at blue book prices. All interested persons are asked to contact either Miss Isada Otomo, commercial teacher, or the temporary school office situated next to the fire house.

MUSIC LESSONS

All persons interested in instrumental music, with or without instruments, are requested to see Mr. Tess Seddow in the temporary school office, 13-1-A.
SAN JOSE MEET ROUGH RIDERS TONIGHT AT 6:30

The San Jose Scrubs crossed the high-rising Rough Riders this evening in the Ice Breaker Football League.

Tomorrow's league leading Gilas Cyclones take on the helpless Dust Storms.

Two games are slated for Friday when the Rough Riders and Bister Bugs meet, and the Bulldogs face the Aggies.

In the National Circuit the favorite students take on the Spitfires tonight while "one win" Gilas Nine and the Giants meet tomorrow night. Also billed to clash tomorrow are the Salt Peters and the Block Heads.

Closing this week will be the Golden Gopher-Sanger Apech affair.

RECREATION #55 OPEN TO PUBLIC

With Recreation 55 assigned as the gym, equipment is being installed.

Two light punching bags and a heavy bag are now in the process of being put up. Also being put up are the parallel and chinning bars.

The barbell set will be available with John Isimoto, Noboru Kakimoto, and Kenji Ota as instructors.

Wrestling will also be had with occasional matches and those interested should report for workouts. Appointments for workouts at the gym can be made with Dick Miyagawa.

Alth designers in equipment, boxing workouts will start next week.

MANAGERS TO MEET AT HALL 13 SUNDAY

An important meeting of all Ice Breakers team managers is slated for Sunday afternoon, September 27, at 2:30 o'clock at the CAS Office, Recreation Hall 13.

GIRLS VOLLEYBALL SIGN-UP URGED

Due to the fact that many girls' volleyball teams are now joining the league, the opening game has been postponed until Tuesday, Sept. 29, at 7 p.m.

All teams interested in joining the league must hand their names in to Ruby Kiritu, Girls' Sport Director, at Recreation Hall 55 by Friday, September 25, at 12 noon. Five girls are urged to come out and get acquainted with each other.

Two new teams, Albemarle and an unnamed team have joined the league. Coaches of the Albemarles includes: Bette Nakashima, Tatsuko Mayeda, Etsuko Ogin, Lil. Sue Ogino, Haruye Shimoto, Mary Shimoto, Lil. Kay Aoki, Margaret Yoshikawa, and Nokam Yamamoto; while the other team consists of Grace Sato, Yumeko Akiyoshi, Chiyo Akina, Esther Sato, Mary Eto, Kako Ishida, Susie Nakatani, Tadokoro Kasumi, Mitzy Watanabe, Mitzy Yoshikawa, Betty Kuhara, and Dorothy Kuhara.

MODEL AIRCRAFT CONFAB CALLED

Young and old interested in model aircraft are requested to meet tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock at Recreation Hall 55. A Model Aircraft Club which has been organized under the guidance of George Ichimoto, Peanut League Director, will build their own model planes and will take part in a big outdoor contest.

ICEBREAKER'S LEAGUE LEADERS

AMERICAN W L POT.
Cyclones 5 1 833
King City 4 1 800
S.J.V. Serenus 4 1 780

NATIONAL W L POT.
Salt Peters 5 1 833
Ohi Bros. 4 1 800
Scorpions 4 1 800

King Football
To Reign In Butte Camp

The present spirit of the nation, "Football," will prevail over Butte Camp when the program set up by Assistant Supervisor Harry Ota, goes into action. This is the first call for pigskinners to organize squads to be entered in the two classes which will be over and under the 135 pound limit. Six-man football leagues will also commence for 14 year olds and under. Sign-ups are now being taken at Recreation Hall 55.

Also included in this sport program is basketball, which will be run under different leagues as football. Girls' sport will also be run by town. As the courts are constructed, for quintets from Tulare have already organized and have taken action in a pre-season schedule.

The Community Activities Section was boosted another notch with the hiring of Roy Hiroto as director of community athletics. Hiroto will be a great help in the big job of forming football and basketball leagues for the community.

CANAL GIRLS TO START NET GAME

Deadline for the Girls' Volleyball League sign-up for Canal Camp was extended until 5 p.m. this afternoon. League schedules will be made, and issued to all teams as soon as possible. The initial net game is contemplated to start rolling Monday evening. Typewritten rules shall be issued to teams also. Rule books are available at the CAS Office for use by coaches if returned the following day, stated Helen Inai, Girls' Activities Director.

HALL 25 SCENE OF JUDO PRACTICE

Judo was resumed yesterday in Hall 25. A newly formed group of alfalfa 20x60 is now in use.

The instructors are Minoru Okamoto, Tsutomu Kawano and Sachio Matsuda.
Fryer Explains WRA Policy To Unite Families

WRA policy with reference to reuniting families has been explained by E.R. Fryer, acting project director.

"It is a fundamental policy of the WRA to unite members of a family who may have been separated during evacuation or at any time thereafter," Fryer said.

Under the term "family" is meant the biological family—the husband, wife and children. It is recognized that special exceptions should be made in such instances where an aged father or mother may have lived with a family group in growing a crop and was therefore a part of a dependent group.

"Special cases will be carefully considered by the WRA in the light of this general policy. Many cases are under consideration at the WRA regional office in San Francisco. In several cases, these requests involve persons having a very close relationship to the family, as defined above, and cannot, therefore, be granted unless special circumstances exist."

RULING BARS ALIEN OFFICERS

Stating that the WRA ruling which bars aliens from elective offices on the Community Council was finally instituted after long deliberation by legal WRA minds, E.R. Fryer urged that the temporary council be elected at a meeting with block representatives of Gila Sept. 25. He said the election of such a body would result in greater accomplishment of the desires of the people.

Fryer said the Community Council acts under the delegation of authority from the project director who is charged with maintaining law and order. Such authority cannot be passed on to non-citizens although non-citizens may serve on boards appointed by the Council.

HOME-GROWN RADISHES DECK MESS TABLES

The harvesting of our first crop—red radishes of top quality—heralded the beginning of our project program to make this colony self-sufficient insofar as fresh vegetables are concerned. Ninety-four acres of the bright red radishes were harvested last Wednesday. Twenty-two days passed between the time of planting and time of picking. The radishes were priced at the prevailing market price, $1.60 per crate. These were distributed to the mess halls and were used in salad preparations.

Next week, three more acres of red radishes will be ready for picking and 10 days or so will see the first squash ready. Fifty acres of Japanese daikon were recently planted at Field 59, under Mr.ConverterFactory.

First project crop honors went to John Gohgo, Field 59. Akira Chiamo-Ni is unit farmer in charge of raising radishes.

Tom Hiroshim
LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Many interesting letters have reached our editorial desk touching the various subjects that affect our reading public and community. But due to the length of some of them, we are unable to print all which we would like.

In writing, do not exceed half a page of double-spaced typewritten text, averaging 10 words a line.

Editor, News-Courier:

May I say a few words to Mr. R. Sangar concerning traffic directing in a dining hall? If published September 23?

Mr. Sangar:

Do you still believe in allowing everyone the liberty of choosing his own dining table? Have you figured out how many more girls will have to be traffic directors if they have to keep people to tables which were not filled? Would you care to sit by yourself at a table where the early diners had left already just because there happened to be a place left open by them? Someone has to do that if you are not going on work to contact you to a vacant place after all the tables are quaffed.

Then, too, if the late diners should refuse to be scattered all over the dining room, the girls will have to react to some more tables. Will you make no work for them? Why not try to make the other follower's work easier for him? I'll do the same for you (mope). Anyway, let's cooperate with the mess workers. They work hard too, and after all, we're all in the same boat.

A Non-Moss-Worker

Send for Your November Ballots

Riverside citizens who voted by absentee ballot in the August primaries do not have to register. They may however, send in a written request and request to the Registrar of Voters to have their November ballot sent to them. 

Canal Bon Odori Sun. 8 p.m.

Moss Chief

CONTESTS OPEN

Morton Gaba, CBS director announced late yesterday that contests will be held in both the Canal and Subo sections of the city to determine the most artistic gardens and the blocks surpassing all others in beauty and cleanliness.

Gaba stated that cash awards and bumper will be presented respectively to winning gardens and blocks. Further details on this contest will be released by CBS.

COME AND SEE ME

Washington assistant editor, Miss Chell, announces that he will be in the paper office October 1st and will be on hand to assist anyone who has questions or wishes to write a letter to the editor.

COLONY BEAUTIFICATION

It is well that in one of the first statements issued by his office, Mr. B. R. Fryer, acting director, paid particular attention to colony beautification.

The people here are under social handicap they have never faced before. Being housed in barrack structures, 10,000 persons in extremely limited areas, and living a life which makes a colony of 10,000, in effect, one family is hardly ideal. There is, as a result, just a semblance of normal family life; people are getting carelessly about their personal habits; social niceties are being neglected, and the desire to accomplish and create are on the wane.

It is evident that people living under the physical drawbacks of the cantors need the stimulation of environmental order and beauty to help them in the difficulties they are encountering.

But the people alone cannot accomplish this costly and time-taking task. They will need active assistance financially and morally.

The sentiment advanced to this paper's conclusion it will cause if each of the 300 or more diners makes a dash for his favorite table? Well, if that is slightly exaggerated, let's say it this way. You would be willing if you were one of the diners to climb into a space left open by two other diners who didn't fill in the place because it was more convenient not to? Have you also figured out how many more girls will have to be traffic directors if they have to keep people to tables which were not filled? Would you care to sit by yourself at a table where the early diners had left already just because there happened to be a place left open by them? Someone has to do that if you are not going on work to contact you to a vacant place after all the tables are quaffed.

Then, too, if the late diners should refuse to be scattered all over the dining room, the girls will have to react to some more tables. Will you make no work for them? Why not try to make the other follower's work easier for him? I'll do the same for you (mope). Anyway, let's cooperate with the mess workers. They work hard too, and after all, we're all in the same boat.

A Non-Moss-Worker
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Still experiencing the constructive work of carpenters, painters, and plumbers, the sketch above depicts a portion of the hospital area. Breaking the monotony of red roofs, the glistening ventilators and three black pipes of the boiler room stand as sentinels over the long buildings below.

Another sketch in next week's Gila News Courier will show the same area from a different point of observation.
EVERYDAY PRODUCTS VALUABLE SAYS FRYER

"It is often difficult to realize how completely a nation on a total-war basis uses up its most important commodities (such as lumber, iron and steel, copper, rubber and tin) in producing war equipment and supplies," said E. R. Fryer, acting project director.

Commenting on frequent delays in getting necessary construction materials or equipment for the Gila River Project, Fryer said, "The nation's total-war program means that everything must be judged by its importance to winning the war. If we are to beat back the challenge, we too, must pour every possible ounce of production into the machines of war."

"The War Production Board must judge the importance of each request for a material having strategic value in the war's war program. This authority applies to almost every piece of lumber and every nail. If there are delays in getting materials with which to complete the project, we must be aware of the larger needs which war imposes.

Fryer said a nail, which is a steel product, is a good example of how a common everyday product assumes strategic value in time of war. He added that residents here recognize the importance of nails and pick up and save any which have been lost in the course of camp construction. "Every nail will be useful some day to occupants of homes here," he said. "When the job is finished and the camp is completed, save nails. Save them and use them carefully."

Truck Drivers Are Cautioned

A note issued by George Watanabe, Truck Dispatcher supervisor, cautioned all drivers to drive carefully. The Motor Pool, he stated, "is long on repair jobs and short on trucks."

"An acute transportation problem will arise when machine parts, considered vital war material, become exhausted. New regulations and the use of dependable drivers who abide by them, will improve this condition," Watanabe stated.

Colorado Mail To Amache P.O.

All mail to evacuees at Granada Relocation Center should be addressed to Amache Branch, Lamar, Colorado, which is the new WRA post office. Recently, according to announcement of James Tingley, Project Director of that colony.

REGIONAL HEAD WAS BOY VETERAN

E. R. Fryer, acting project director, is official Regional Director of the WRA with authority over six relocation centers, Manzanar and Tule Lake in California, Gila and Poston in Arizona, Central Utah, Neamesville, Utah, and the Minidoka Center in Idaho.

Prior to his present assignment, he was in the Indian Service as General Superintendent of the Navajo Indian Reservation, responsible for the welfare of 50,000 Navajos, largest single aboriginal group in the United States. Covering 16,000,000 acres of land in the three states of Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah, the reservation comprises a total acreage approximately equal to that of West Virginia.

Fryer, born in 1901 at Mass, Maricopa County, Arizona, lived in this state until he enlisted in the army during World War I at the age of 16, Utah. Following his return a year later, he finished his prep school education, and in 1924 entered the school of forestry at the University of Washington, graduating in 1929. He was a member of the '28 varsity crew that barely lost to the great California squad which gained the Olympic championship in Amsterdam.

After graduation, he entered government service, serving successively in the Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, and the Forest Service, until his appointment to the Indian Service in 1936.

Fryer says of Arizona, his native state, "For the next eight months the people here will find the most delightful climate they have ever experienced, and I suspect, they will find it even better than California."

While Fryer is a hero, E.M. Bowd, recently officially appointed deputy director of WRA under Dillon Myer, will serve as acting regional director in San Francisco.

OFFICES AT BUTTE CAMP

E. R. Fryer, acting project director, today outlined to the News-Courier the general plan under which the WRA offices will operate at the Gila River Project.

"As soon as construction of the administrative buildings is completed at the Butte Camp, the general staff of the WRA will be located there," Fryer said. "This will really be the headquarters of the Gila River Project. A permanent staff will, however, be maintained at the Canal Camp so that residents there will be able to have ready contact with WRA personnel from whom they may need assistance or advice."

Fryer said an organization chart outlining the duties of the heads of departments in the WRA organization will be prepared for the use of block managers who will be able to give information to block residents about the function of WRA offices at the project.

Also important in the administrative plan here, as at all other projects, will be the housing and feeding of WRA administrative employees at the project. The construction of living quarters for WRA employees will be pushed as rapidly as possible, Fryer said.
The high school department, formerly at Rec Hall and now in the stock and barrel to block 43. Wednesday, Barrack 43-1A is the locale for W.C. Tom Sawyer, high school principal's office.

The elementary department, supervised by Roe Strickland, is now at Block 44. The central office is sited at 41-3-A. TO ALL FUTURE STOOKSKIES!

Musicians interested in joining the high school orchestra or band are requested to report to the Education Office, Block 45. Instrumental instruction is guided by Mr. S. Sugberry, graduate of a Chicago Musical Institute.

WANTED TEACHERS

A call for five elementary teachers has been issued by Roe Strickland. Graduates with college degrees. Or 10 years of training may become qualified teachers under the direction of W. V. Marshall, from the faculty of Arizona State Teachers College at Tempe.

BUTTE CAMP LIBRARY SEEKS IMPROVEMENTS

Although still undergoing improvements, the Butte Camp Library is busily catering to the interests of the reading public. Two cents a day will be charged for all overdue books. Magazines, that former issued for 3 days and the latter for 5 days. All money taken in from dues will be used for interior additions and supplementary reading matter.

Drafting Class

Pattern drafting classes will open Monday, Sept. 28 at Mess Hall 51, directed by Sachiko Yamamoto and two assistants.

Beginner class hours from Mon. Thurs. Fri., 2-6 p.m.

Advanced student hours: Mon. Thu., 6-9 a.m.

Night school at Mess Hall 51, Mon. and Wed., 7:30-9:30 p.m.

Christian's To Hear Susu-Mago

Classes for the Christian Sunday School will be held at Mess Halls 59, 51, for children under 14 and 16 respectively. The location for those 18 and over is Block 40.

The Japanese Worship services will be held at Mess Hall 52, from 8:30-9:30 a.m. with Mr. Hiroshi Uchida as speaker. Yoshiko Hamma is chairman of the English Worship, and Rev. Shusaku Mago will deliver a sermon on "No Sin."
COSTUME DESIGNING CLASS HAS LARGEST ENROLLMENT

The organization of the Canal Adult Secondary School is now under way, and the school office shows that 466 people signed up, the costume designing class has a total of over 200 registrants. Among the more popular subjects are English, math, science, and art.

Public speaking classes will start this Monday and will be instructed by Haruo Ishimaru at Block 7. Following are the faculty: Mrs. Dorothy Babe, sewing; Ryo Fujimoto, costume designing; Takechi Furuta, English; Dorothy T. Inoue, Jr.; Jerry Ishii, art; Shinya Ieko, sewing; Haruo Ishimaru, public speaking; Tokio Sasaki, sewing, art; andMinoru Tada, English; Tauno Yamaguchi, spool art; Takamasa Yonohara, English; and Haruo Ishimaru, public speaking.

Prospective Teachers: Miss Mary Nakatsuka, commerce, and Beassie Nakamishi, Home Economics.

President: Mike Iwamoto, public speaking and Shunh Shiraishi, math. Anyone interested in a teaching position should contact E. P. Miller, the temporary principal.

STUDENTS MAY BECOME TEACHERS

All students with three or four years of college training and lacking teacher's credentials are asked to contact Mr. Hitchins of Block 5 to discuss teaching opportunities to be offered by W. W. Marshall, professor of education training at Arizona State Teachers' College. Taking the core of educational courses, these Japanese will be instructed so they may become qualified teachers.

The Starlight Serenaders will present "Skotch in Harmony" for dance fans at 6:30 p.m. at the hall. Five cents will be charged at the gate.

Land Set Aside For Gardening

Teiyo Yonaka, the colony block manager, announced that 10 acres of land have been set aside for the Canal and Bette Colonies by the Farm Division for the purpose of making community gardens where anyone can raise vegetables as a hobby.

Field 47, next to the nursery, will be used for the Canal garden while field 55 will be used by the Bette Gardeners. All expenses will be handled by the Farm Division. More information on this project can be obtained at the Farm Division Office.

SHIZU ABE, CANAL HEAD LIBRARIAN

For the interest of the heading public, the Canal Camp Library, under the head librarian of Shizu Abe with Fumi Yamanoto and Mrs. Mary Fujishima as assistants, is open from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m., 1 p.m. to 2 p.m., and 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. for the convenience of all workers.

FRONT PAGE "The Canal Camp News" for the month ended October 15, 1942.

NOTICE

In case of emergency, notify the warden's office if you are closer to it than the hospital, or notify the warden on patrol; he knows what to do.

LUMBER PLUNDER

Warden Chief K. Inai states that residents are prohibited from taking lumber from the 19-7 pile, which is solely for the use of community schools.
SAN JOSE SCRUBS ENCOUNTER KINGSBURG VIKINGS TONIGHT

In the Icebreakers' American League softball, the San Jose Scrubs and Kingsburg Vikings, co-holders of the second slot in the league standing, will vie for undisputed second place.

The game is slated to start at 6:00 p.m. on diamond no. 2 tonight. Again, tomorrow morning, the San Jose team takes the field against the L.A. Bulldogs at 8 o'clock in which the Bulldogs will attempt to upset the high-riding Scrubs.

At the same time, the Firemen and Diet Stockmen will tangle.

At 10 a.m., the Blisterbugs and the Rowdies meet. Also taking the field will be the Block 7 and Kingsburg teams.

Looking for a win to the Cyolones from the Aggies in the nightcap.

SPORTS FEATURE

GLEA STAR PARADE

**GEORGE DOLITY**...Formerly of Sanger...earned his letters at Sanger HS as tackle on varsity squad...held position on line for four years on the Fresno State College eleven that emerged Far Western Conference champs in 1951 undefeated and untied...selected All Conference guard that year...worked on A.B. degree and teaching credential in Physical Ed and acted as assistant Freshman Coach at State...will be Gaines' HI School P.E. instructor.

**NOHU KAYA**...Resident man...basketball and football letterman at Pasadena HS...went to Hawaii as all-state fullback...won letter as fullback at Missouri University.

**JUNE TAMAMA**...Pasadena...lottaman in football and baseball...attended Occidental...captained team to Southwestern U. S. championship in '25...all conference infielder as Junior and Senior...Phi Beta Kappa man...manned L. A. Mips last five years.

**DICK KANIT**...Santa Maria lad...Santa Maria HS and Jaycee basketball star...star player of the Santa Maria Tigers, top ranking Nisei team in the So. Central Coast...also a reputable horseshoe twirler.

**HORNOU KYOCHI IMASHI**...Alameda...responded to the call of the draft...Alameda HS...location champ for three years...co-holder of Northern JAL tennis award since '38 and on record as holder of the hop-step-jump at 4'9 inches...member of 1440 Northern Cal and J A U Basketball champs—Alameda Accorns...selected All Star forward after undefeated and untied season...saw action on the Northern JAL gridiron team, Broncos, that lost in the final play-off...earned berth on All Star eleven as left half...a man to look forward to during the coming college season.

BOXING CLASSES TO BEGIN MONDAY

Under the tutelage of Richard Miyagawa, boxing classes for beginners and anyone interested will commence at 8 a.m., Monday at Recreation Hall 25.

Athletes possessing boxing equipment are asked to bring them along as the gym facilities at present total close to nothing.

Appointments for private instructions and use of the gym can be arranged through the instructor in charge. All classes run and will be changed to suit the members.

Twenty-One Enter Girls League

A record sign-up of twenty-one "ettes" for the Powderpuff Volleyball League was registered by the girls under the direction of Helen Inai and Grace Suehiko.

The senior league has fifteen teams which are as follows: Canal 10's, Canal Aces, Wampus Babes, Bouncing Babes, Canteenettes, Sangerettes, Ginas, Sing-Gerettes, Riverettes, Lotus, Panthettes, the Victory Eights, Walnut Grove, and the Virettes.

Junior league will be composed of the Riverettes, White Shirts, Madam-selles, Sugar Fusses, Block 25 Shams, and the Sky Rockettes.

The following games are on schedule for Monday: Senior: Starlettes vs. Walnut Grove and Pantherettes vs. The Victory Eights. Junior: Riverettes vs. White Shirts in the morning.

GOH ENTHUSIASTS DISCUSS MATCHES

Today at 1 p.m. at 61 Recreation Hall, a goh meeting will be held to plan future tournaments and contests for Hana citizens. Approximately 100 players via each day and when the lights are installed to enable playing in the evenings this total will be doubled.

Beside formulating plans for this camp contest alone, competition with the Canal Campers will also be discussed.

DANCE SLATED FOR COUPLES TONIGHT

In order to cut down the stag line, a novelty couple dance will be held tonight at dining hall 41 from 8:50 o'clock.

An admission of 10¢ per couple will be charged. Refreshments will again be sold, announced George Hanaga, social recreation chairman of the 48s.

MEETING TOMORROW FOR HORSE SHOES

Meetings tomorrow afternoon, 1:30 p.m., for horseshoe pitchers and 2:30 p.m. for all Ice-Breaker managers or representatives at CAS office.
OTA CALLS MEETING OF ALL ATHLETES OVER 17 YEAR OLD

A date for every Butte athlete over seventeen years old is the meeting called by Assistant Supervisor Harry Ota of the Community Activity Section, Tuesday at 7 p.m., in Recreation Hall 56. The first Butte sports get-together, plans to formulate football and basketball leagues will be the main purpose and highlight of the discussion.

Also from the Gas Office comes news of Shig Colto, Director of Boys Organizations for all youngsters under sixteen to sign up for the football league at recreation hall 56.

The Gas Athletic Department wants to work on Lot 50 in preparation for the coming sports program which will consist of football and basketball competition, both on volleyball court which is now being played by the Butte girl athletes.

The recreation blueprint of Lot 50 consists of a football field in the center, two softball diamonds in the corner, three volleyball courts, and three basketball courts on the southern side of the playground.

Mukaygo Chosen Sumo Instructor

In a meeting of all sumo enthusiasts of Butte Camp last week, Bud Mukaygo was selected as instructor for the sport.

The grappling are now in search of a likely site to set up the sumo ring.

At present, daily practice are being held in the evenings at 6-2-8.

Fifty fundoshi (canvas wrestling belts) are now available and all those interested are asked to contact Bud Mukaygo at 65-283.

SOCIAL DANCING

Social dancing for both beginners and advanced dancers will commence Monday night, Sept. 26, at 7 o'clock in Rec Hall 56.

Mitsu Tachihara will instruct these classes. Anyone interested in teaching is asked to contact Mits Tachihara at Gas Office Recreation Hall 56.

Scorpions Meet Oichi Brothers

Sanger Apaches and the Spiffires, twopronary matched teams of the National Softball League, will crossbat tonight as will the collar dwelling Cactus Nino against the White Glove aggregation.

Salt Peters, now loading with six wins, will see action against the Golden Gophers while the favored Wildcats will contest at the Gila Mine tomorrow morning.

However, the feature game of the night will be the Oichi Bros., vs. Scorpions encounter. The first work start at 8:45 p.m. on diamond No. 2.

Trying to draw a portion of the crowd will be the Blackhead-Solon game which will take place at the same time as the feature game.

Monday evening the Rowdies and the Firemen will collide while the Golden Gophers meet the Gila Mine.

Block B will try to hold back the strong Wildcats on Tuesday. In the second game the Spiffires-Salt Peters' slugfest will take place.

Also slated to meet the same day will be the Giant-Willard tussle.

DRAMA GROUP

Drama Group Being Molded

Plans for a new drama group are now being molded according to George Kinnicko, Social Recreation Chairman, who will be temporary supervisor for the group until becomes fully organized.

Additional information will appear in the Gila News Courier or at Moss Hall bulletin boards.

VOLLEY BALL LEAGUE TO OPEN TUESDAY

Officially opening on Tuesday, Sept. 26 at 6:45 p.m. on the 62 recreation area, ten volleyball teams are vying for league championship.

Recent addition are the Pepperettes which includes Hanna Yamamoto, Joy Kishita, Panny Tadano, Dorothy Mizumoto, Rose Haruki, Tori Tanukuchi, Florence Hoshikawa, Graeco Kodaira, Kachiko Taniguchi, Sumi Morimaki, Shigoro Nishimura, Esther Eto, Itoike Matsushita.

The following volleyball teams will play on Tuesday, was announced by Ruby Kirita, Girls' Sport Director: Pepperottos v.s. Tulariettes, Jinx vs. Toonstares, and Hi-Jinx v.s. Alhambra.

Attention! All tee onslaught is invited to a Fun Follies Monday night, Sept. 26 at 7:30 p.m. Additional information will be posted at Moss Hall bulletin boards.
SMALL STORES ESTABLISHED TO SERVE GILA RESIDENTS

An outline of WIA policy with reference to the establishment of the wide variety of stores and other small business concerns to serve the needs of the Gila River community has been presented by James Shelly, superintendent of community enterprises, in his address to the two-stores-at-a-time policy to foster business enterprises at relocation centers which shall be operated by evacuees in the best interests of the entire community," Shelly said.

"Now that the Gila Project has now have temporary organizations which will later be organized on a permanent basis. It is now time to have home-stores and the two stores now operating have done a great deal to supply community needs.

"All profits earned by the temporary organization under which the community enterprises now operating will be retained as an operating reserve and will be passed on to the permanent organization of the stores.

"It is contemplated that a cooperative association will be established which will operate as an incorporated organization under general principle and will be sold off in its charter." Shelly explained that in Canal Camp, an advisory board is making a study of consumer cooperatives and will later recommend qualifications which should be followed in selecting consumer cooperative council and boards of directors. These councilmen and directors will have the responsibility of operating policies and incorporating the permanent consumer organization.

An advisory board at the Buffalo Camp will be selected soon, Shelly said.

SCHOOL DAZE

Official registration for 9, 10, 11, and 12th grade have been announced for next Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., at 43-1-B, Ninth and 18th grades will register on Monday, 10th on Tuesday, and 11th on Wednesday.

Glass period schedule will run as follows: Art period, 6:30-9:30; 2nd, 9:35-10:35; 3rd, 10:40-11:40; Lunch, 4th, 1-18; 5th, 2:00-3:05; 6th, 3:10-4:10; and 4:10-4:30, activity period.

Enrollment for the elementary and Jr. high grades will be announced in Saturday's issue of the Gila News Courier.

ATTENTION!

Ex-Service Men Called By Yama

George Yama, world war veteran, prominent in American Legion affairs, has requested all persons who have served in the armed forces of the U.S. during war time to present their names, addresses, and former military affiliations at the Gila River Beautification Bureau.

Hoffman Serves on Gila Project

The appointment of Luther E. Hoffman as chief of the community services division at the Gila River Project was announced today by E.R. Fryer, acting project director.

The community services division has the charge of four important activities: education, community recreation, social, and community government.

Mr. Hoffman is a graduate of the University of Arizona and has been connected with social welfare, education, and related fields of work in Arizona and California for the past 10 years. In recent years he has been on the staff of the U.S. Indian Service.

$1800 NET SALES

The combined sales of the two stores exceed $1800 a day. See page 3 for detailed story.

COMMUNITY COUNCILMAN

Election and organization of Canal Camp's temporary community council was announced by E.R. Fryer, acting project director. Block 20, the only one not represented, is expected to have its election in the near future.

Following is the complete roster of the council: Block 3, Minoru Okamoto; Block 4, Hideo Ajiro; Block 5, Harry Aoyagi; Block 6, Dr. Bill Furuta; Block 7, Sam Kitagawa; Block 8, Karl Tamaga; Block 9, Tatsuo Toda; Block 10, Akira Chihiro; Block 21, Roy Sagara; Block 22, Kenji Matsumura; Block 23, Taim Fujimoto; Block 24, Tom Nakamura; Block 25, Goro Maca; Block 26, Art Hata- mur; Block 27, George Nagamatsu; office manager, Hiroko Bito.
BUTTE COUNCIL MARKS TIME

SUNDAY, June 3, 1928

BY ALL days ago Mr. Fryer suggested at a meeting with the Block representatives of the Butte Camp that the Temporary Community Council be elected immediately.

Coral Camp has already elected their council and has scheduled its fourth meeting this Friday—this meeting for the purpose of recommending five men for appointment by Mr. Fryer to serve on the constitution commission.

Unless Butte Camp remedies without delay its present laissez-faire policy (engendered by certain minority leaders) it will find that the administration must necessarily become a dictatorial power, and set rules with which people may not concur with. Furthermore, the policies recommended by the Coral Camp Council will very likely be established in Butte Camp, and its residents will discover that in their search for a good home, more of their democratic rights have been lost. The very practical nature of the problem demands a compromise.

At present there are developing conditions within the colony—including labor, community enterprises, and city planning among others—which require the immediate establishment of broad, basic policies. Without the community council the will of the people can never be realized in their founding.

Finally the administration is not almighty, and the people’s wishes become known to them only when they are presented—by an elected representative body, otherwise they are not valid in a democratic system. This important liaison function will also be a part of the Temporary Community Council’s duties.

The immediate cessation of the present petty bickering and the immediate election of an officially recognized representative body will far outweigh any advantages that may possibly accrue from a delay.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

There was a saying frequently used by the famous Will Rogers, "I only know what I read in the papers." I am using this quotation because it brings to mind numerous letters which have appeared in the News Courier regarding table manners and etiquette in the mess halls.

These articles have interested me deeply for I am very much concerned with the happiness and comfort of all the people in both Camp #1 and #2. It seems the people are interested in the comfort and welfare of those who work in the mess halls.

On the numerous occasions when I have had the privilege of taking my meals at the mess halls I have found the general conduct of the people most becoming and proper.

I believe that such things as table manners and proper eating at the mess halls should be a community project. In the future, I hope to read that these problems have been worked out to the satisfaction of everyone concerned. I sincerely hope that interest in the mess halls and good conduct therein will continue.

Chief Project Stewart

NOTICE: Elks meeting—Friday night at 7:00 o’clock at Buddhist Church, Block #2.
Store Buys From New York City

A summary of information about Gila River's two retail stores show the following important facts: (1) Wholesalers and jobbers give the stores the same credit terms as other stores of similar size; (2) the stores pay the Arizona state sales and federal luxury tax; (3) direct purchases are often made as far east as New York City; (4) the stores sell only for cash and profits being realized will be turned over to community-operated enterprises to be established under a cooperative association to be managed by and for the residents of the Gila River project.

COOPERATION REQUESTED

Residents of the Gila River communities are asked not to store lumber under their homes, according to a request today from Harvey L. Hilyard, assistant fire protection officer.

"There is a serious fire danger in piling lumber under any building," Hilyard said, "because paper, trash and other combustible material carried by the wind tends to accumulate around the lumber.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S FORUM POPULAR

With approximately 100 persons attending, the first Young People's Fellowship was held on Sunday night, Sept. 28 at 9 o'clock in mess hall 55.

Topic for the evening was "Value of Dissatisfaction." Two speakers, Sautae Fujii and Vorin Yamamoto, both of the hospital staff presented their views on the subject. Jimmy Sakamoto was chairman for the evening.

A group constitution will be drawn up on Sunday, October 4, by six persons: Mary Obata, Grace Hagiya, Yukie Wada, Dr. Tsuzu Sugiyama, Jiro Oishi and Sumi Kojima.

VITAL STATISTICS

BIRTHS

Sept. 28 To Mr. and Mrs. Hiroshi Genishi, a girl.

TWO COMMUNITY STORES ON HIGH CREDIT RATING

The two retail stores now serving the Gila River communities have a high credit rating and are doing business with wholesalers and manufacturers from coast to coast.

Citizen To Register Soon

Attention: All citizens 21 years of age or older, or who will be 21 on or before November 3, 1942, may register by requesting an Affidavit of Registration from the registrar of voters in Los Angeles, San Francisco, California, or through the respective county clerks.

Formers must be carefully specified in absence registration.

Combined sales of the two stores are managed by men who have been successful merchants in a number of California cities.

Dr. Hiroshi Genishi, general manager of Community Enterprise at the Gila River project, arrived at the Canal Camp on July 20. He is a former Los Angeles resident. On July 23 he opened a store with a staff of six clerks and a small stock bought on the management of Jun Toguri, Northern California export merchant.

A central warehousing system for merchandise is under the direction of Roy Nakata and Earl Tanaka, both former Los Angeles residents.

DRAMA GROUP

Initial meeting of the first Nisei Drama Group to be started in either camp, will be held on a Friday, October 2, at 8 p.m. in Mess Hall 56. All persons interested are asked to attend this important meeting.

Various members with previous drama experience will be present.

George Hanakagi, Social Recreation Chairman, will be in charge of the meeting.

FIRST SONGFEST

Drawing a large crowd, the first community songfest in the Butte Camp, provided an enjoyable evening for all attending.

Dr. Tetsu Sugiyama, center, is the enthusiastic leader of the song, while Miyagawa choir leader, led the enthusiastic crowd in both old and new songs.

Rivers Boasts Fourth Place

A few years ago, Poston and Pine, Arizona were but pin points on the map of the fifth largest state in the Union. Today, almost overnight, it seems, they are the third and fourth most heavily populated cities in this territory.

Boasting the highest population of 65,000 is the capital city, Phoenix, county seat of Maricopa County, and a gold and silver mining region.

Pine, in Pinal County, once the capital of Arizona, in the middle of the nineteenth century, is listed in second place in the census with a total of 35,818, followed by the two relocation colonies.

VISITORS

With the Gila Colony last Friday were two visitors, Mr. Ernest Douglas, editor of the Arizona Farmer, and Mrs. Made Longwell, woman's editor of the same paper.
WELFARE DEPT. LAUNCHES BIG SCALE PROGRAM

The following information regarding the Division of Community Welfare has been announced by John Mi Landon, Councilor for that department.

The aim of the department is to provide social service for all those who are in need of that kind of assistance. The division will attempt to solve all problems involving business, social life, the family, and the like.

All questions of a social, emotional, or mental nature may be directed to the Coronet and Welfare Department. Although this division exists to serve people in need of help with regard to their own social problems, attempt to solve those problems themselves before coming for assistance.

Any person who needs help of this sort may be sure of a warm and sympathetic reception. Please contact the Community Welfare Division. It is the aim of the department to further the individual interests of the community staff interested in each individual problem, if on hand.

Mr. Landward may be found in the Canal Camp from 9:30 to 11:30 every morning and in the Butte Camp from 2 to 4 every afternoon on weekdays.

Yeaton Succeeds Gaba as CAS Head

Bob Yeaton, former assistant housing director officially turned in his resignation and has taken over the job of CAS director of Butte Camp. Starting Sept. 28, Yeaton replaced Morton J. Gaba, who is now the assistant community service head of Canal Camp.

Turn in Address

All former Santa Maria Union High students are requested to turn in their new addresses to Paul Hagel at the Chilla Home Office, Hall 97. This compilation is for Miss Ruth Popo, vice-principal of Santa Maria High School.

Butte Camp Census Begins:

There will be a general compulsory census of the entire population of Butte Camp commencing Sept. 30. The record will be taken at respective block headquarters. Census of Blocks 55, 56, 57, and 58 will be taken on Sept. 30, Oct. 1, 2, and 3. Dates for other blocks will be announced later.

The cooperation of all residents is asked by reporting at the headquarters on days assigned to them and those possessing alien registration cards should bring them to facilitate census taking.

Mess Hall Job Desired?

Prospective mess workers desiring employment at dining halls are requested to obtain an interview at the placement office, Rec. Hall 42, or contact Zane Tanaka, mess workers' interviewer.

Persons who wish to work within the block in which they will reside should see Tanaka immediately. Submission of a complete crew list should be handed in directly to him, or else applications will be placed in the regular office files.

LAWNS, TREES TO ADORN GROUNDS

Plans are now being formulated for the planting of lawns and trees throughout the camp, announce K. W. Simpson of the Manpower Council.

Six to eight foot trees will soon be planted at various intervals of the camp, with a between each barrow, 5 at each end, 5 by the man's showers, 200 within the firebreaks, and at the edges of camp to serve as a windbreak. Bermuda grass will also be planted.

BUDDHIST CHOIR

Buddhist choir practice will be held tomorrow evening at 8 o'clock at the Buddhist Church.

With a microscopic eye and an added backward glance at Santa Anita's Racecourse, we scrutinize the journalistic efforts of other centers and transcribe to you news from fellow camps.

Among the advertisements of Manzanar's Free Press criticizes what 24 hours later, the nameless number for the sugar beet fields of Montana.... oh, parting in such sweet sorrow!

Opening of new Utah and Arkansas centers were announced by the Army, stating the Pacific Citizens... but no Arkansas or Utahs (blacked out). Another head shortage "Native Sons Valiant Movement to Expel All Japanese from U.S." humph!

With "an's in his pants", a staff reporter from Presa's a provincial trooped to Horrock's evacuated center..... gads, are they never at home?? A few more colonists at Presa no have gone "best batty" too.

Pakson claims to have more women workers than men. Use the General "ruck em over, fellow heat sufferers.... and as "fair" judges of this TITAN matter we'll tell you if your "milchritude" macthee's best. P.S. Kindly furnish some means of transportation besides good rubber soles for this emergency errand!

"All's fair in love and war", and so for our good friend the Santa Anita. "Residents to call for Toilet Paper" reverberates one of their stories.... We would be a triffler more than half... about each resident's toilet paper... hold them short- in'... i rope!... we admire your steady work despite the progressively diminishing staff.

RESIDENTS MAY SECURE TIN CANS

Residents who wish to secure tin cans from the mess halls for flower pots and other objects of home use are welcome to them, stated John G. Henderson, Employment and Housing Office. Use of cans for such purposes should be encouraged.
POST OFFICE ISSUES RULES

Precautionary notes were issued by the Canal Post Office Department concerning deliveries and conveniences of mailing letters and packages.

Blackwell, Arizona and Cordova, New Mexico have no air mail service and attempts to send letters by air are useless.

Sealed letters and packages are charged three cents an ounce. Newspapers should be folded three times and have a wrapper around it, making it possible to be slipped in, whenever necessary and not sealed as done lately.

In mailing orders, money order should be used instead of C.O.D. for quicker delivery and conveniences. Full names and addresses are required also.

COLONISTS SEE "ARIZONA BOUND"

"Arizona Bound," starring Buck Jones and Tim Holt, won the plaudits of 5,000 Canal Campers last week at the CAS constructed outdoor pavilion situated in front of Block 13.

Easily donor of this most welcome entertainment was Patene Clement, the Marymoll Catholic School Father Clement, through the efforts of his superior, Father High Laverty, is attempting a continual bi-weekly return to the Gila Recreation Center.

The Father left late last week after conducting a service in Roc. Hall 9.

RECORD TIME MADE BY MOTOR PLANE

Minoru Oishi of Block 23 made a record time as his rubbered motor airplane flew for 7 minutes over the southern end of the Canal Camp Thursday noon. Oishi traveled half a mile to recover it. Prior to this expedition, he had already lost three models, due to the fact that he couldn't find the planes that had been out toward the desert.

Fryer Delivers Message At Gala 'Oban' Festival

 Pvt. Fred Fryer, acting post director, gave an opening address to the 5,000 spectators who were gathered in front of the Canal Camp Baptist church to witness the gala bon odori festival. The affair was held Sunday night with 350 dancers clad in beautiful kimono, adorning the colorful dancing ring which was decorated by the church committee members.

Mrs. Setsu Iwahashi gave the response to Mr. Fryer's address, Master of Ceremony, Shig Horiiuchi, of the Basho Board of Directors, announced the only numbers.

During intermission, local talents gave musical numbers, with Dick Higayama highlighting the talents.

Refreshments were passed out to all the participating dancers, through the courtesy of the Baptist church, served by the committee.

CAS, Wardens to OK Activities

Talent shows, dances, movies, parties, social gatherings and other community activities must have the approval of the CAS Office and the Wardens Office, stated Takeo Tada of the CAS staff.

Application sheets must be filled out by the leader in charge. These sheets which must be made out in triplicate are available at the CAS Office. This ruling applies to both Butte and Canal Camp.

NEW LOCATION FOR CAS OFFICE

The CAS office, formerly situated in Roc. Hall 13, has been shifted to Roc. Hall 8.

All CAS departments including the Canal Branch of the Gila News Courier has been transferred.

OUT OF THE CROWD of evacuees who unfurled the "Welcome home, cotton pickers" banner, the ones registering the biggest disappointments were the camp belles who had sought gold and found they'd hit a copper mine. Well, the best laid plans of mice and men...

STORY OF THE WEEK (ALMOST)---The eight o'clock Sunday breakfast that Lady Hour so kindly put into effect took a sudden diversion when Chief Steward Harding registered surprise at hearing it. So, Manhattan, reveals its still 7 a.m.

UNSUNG HEROES are the all-powerful officials who stand back of the catchor in a baseball game. A normal man at the start of the game, he leaves (or is carried) with a smile on his face, a shingle in his knees, his ears ringing with ovations from the winning team, threats of dire danger from the losers, and murmuring disappointments from the spectators who came to see a home-run and found a ball game.

CROWD ATTENDS SYMPHONY HOUR

With an attendance of 75 music lovers, the Music Appreciation Hour was held at the Christian Church last week from 8 p.m. The inspiring program consisted of well-known classical recordings. Among them were: "On Wings of Song" by Felix Mendelssohn, "Hungarian Rhapsody No. 5" by Franz Liszt, played by the Philadelphia Orchestra, and "To Revere" (The Dream) from Manon by Massenet, sung by Tito Schipa, tenor. Owners of records are encouraged to leave a list of them at the CAS office, Block 13 in order that more and better programs may be presented.

APPEALS FOR BOOKS

Those who have private books and are willing to lend them to the local library are requested to submit their names and addresses to the library.
GILA ATHLETIC UNION TO BE ORGANIZED; SIX-ELEVEN MEN FOOTBALL VOTED BY ATHLETES

In a meeting called by Assistant Supervisor Harry Ota, it was decided by the 100 or so athletes attending that both six and 11 man football will be played and teams can organize and participate in either of the two leagues as they so desire.

It was suggested that an Athletic Union be organized, to which Robert Yen- ton, GAS Director, rallied behind and gave his approval and full consent of such an organization. It was also decided that a slight fee of two cents be charged to join the Athletic Union so as to build a reserve fund for the GAS.

Rules and regulations will be made by an Athletic Union Board chosen by the Recreational Department.

Two fields, one eighty yards long for six man football and one hundred yards for 11 men have already been laid out.

FEM'S NET GAME GETS UNDERWAY

In order to make the volleyball league a success, a girls' team 'ago rally was held Monday night, Sept. 28 at 8 p.m. in Rec. Hall 60 with Ruby Kiriti, Girls' Sport Director, assistant Anne Russert, Yoshitsumi, and Hana Toshimura, co-chairmen of girls' clubs, in charge.

Tonight at 6:45 p.m. at 62 Rec. Area the following volleyball teams will play; Teamstar vs. Pepperettes, Pasadena vs. Blackheats, and Jinx vs. Tulelittes.

Thursday night finds the Hi-Jinx playing on the Arizona Scorpions, Pasadena against Turlock, and Young Teamsters tackling Tulelittes. Friday night, Turlock and the Clay's Alhambra, Jinx will clash with the Hi-Jinx, while Blackheats play Arizona Scorpions.

Scores of last night's opening game were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tulelittes</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepperettes</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinx</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamstar</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi-Jinx</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alhambra</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HORSESHOE JOUST TO START SUNDAY

Total of 32 horseshoe sluggers will compete for top honors in the Round Robin Singles Tournament this Sunday at 1 p.m. announced Goro Maeda, GAS Athletic Director. The schedule for the singles is posted in the GAS office.

Pits to be played in will be announced later.

SIGN-UP OF CANAL TEAMS IN LEAGUES

With six teams already entered in the Commercial League and five in the League for the Moss Halls, sign-up is still going on. Goro Maeda, who is in charge of the organization of the leagues, requests teams to hand in list of players as soon as possible at GAS office.

LEAGUE LEADERS IN HOMESTRETCH

AMERICAN LEAGUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gila Cyclones</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.A. Wildcats</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrubs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firemen</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>714</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NATIONAL LEAGUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ochi Bros.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scorpions</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saltators</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gila Cyclones Meet San Jose Tonight At 6:30

League pacer, Gila Cyclones take the field against the S.J. Scrubs tonight at 6:30 in the American League.

In tomorrow's twilight game, two second division teams, Rough Riders and Rockies meet.

On Friday, the Scrubs and the Firemen battle for second slot in the standing. On the same day, the Dust Stormers and the Blisterbugs battle it out.

In the National League, the collar swallowing Octopus Nine meet the potent Ochi Brothers tonight.

Tomorrow, Sangor crosses bat against the Gila Nine while the Solons meet the Spiros.

Closing to the week on Friday, will be the Arizona Wildcats-Golden Gophers game.

MIYAGAWA URGES BOXING SIGN-UP

Boxing lessons started last Monday morning with eight aspirants turning up for workouts under Dick Miyagawa.

Due to the fact that day workouts cannot be taken by workers, Miyagawa will give night lessons if enough persons sign up and make appointments with him. As yet there are no boxing gloves but Miyagawa, has written letters to outside organizations, asking if equipment could be contributed.

All those interested in any phase of boxing should contact Miyagawa, Hakkie Ichimoto, or report to the gym, which incidentally is at a new location, Rec. 54 and not Rec. 55 as previously announced.

TEN FINALISTS TO FORM AYE LEAGUE

Softball will not terminate in Canal Camp even after the current schedule reaches its finale.

Ice-Breaker managers have decided to form an A league with the top five teams of both leagues.

The ten finalists will be able to draft players from the second division teams after which a junior circuit will probably be formed.